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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY

Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Next Tuesday is election day. To borrow a word from today's headlines, it's the
day of the great "Demonstration." It's the
day for "THE" demonstration of all demonstrations, the great march of all marches; for
some, the great overthrow, for others, the
great vote of confidence. It's the day when
the American public goes to the polls to
secretly select their political leaders for the
next term.
You are a part of this demonstration,
and if you're not, you should be ashamed of
yourself; you should be. This is the great
process — and the only one — by which a
democracy conducts its official affairs. No
force, no violence, no bombs, no sit-ins, no
mobs . just a peaceful trip to the voting
booth that exercises more power than all of
the aforementioned together.
Be a part of this one. Vote.
The "Moonlight Madness" sales promotion last Thursday evening was an outstanding success, according to the stores that
cooperated in staging it. The bargains were
plentiful and well-advertised, the weather
was beautiful, and the crowds came both to
the Fulton and the South Fulton stores. Future community-wide promotions may well
take a cue from this one and plan more of the
same.
The Chamber of Commerce issued a
bulletin this week warning local retailers
that counterfeit $20 bills may again be circulating in the area, noting that a "very
bad copy" was passed in Fulton last Thursday.
A bunch of Twin Cities pheasant hunters have returned from a sojurn to South
Dakota, with reports that the advance publicity on the 1970 crop in that state were not
exaggerated. The 16-man expedition returned home with 2/3 of the allowable limit.
- . Jottings from - -

Jo's
Notebook
Those Road Blocks
Hooray for the Fulton City Commission
in taking action to prohibit those moneyraising road blocks that have plagued motorists for far too long.
'Twas a time when they were a rarity.
Now, it seems like there's a "road-block-amonth" campaign.
I have thought for a long time that there
ought to be some other way to select a
queen, or sumpin, besides having the young
lady do something as ungracious, and certainly unlady-like as "hi-jacking" motorists,
truckers, and anybody else for a dime or two
to have the high honor of reigning as royalty.
Now, haven't all you young people
thought so too? And haven't you young people thought also, whatever happens to all
that "loot" collected in those road blocks?
Having been at Hickman almost exclusively for the past seven months, I haven't
had an opportunity to keep clued up to the
minute on the daily comings and goings of
events, civic-wise, in the twin cities.
Actually, my view has become one of
the casual observer, like for instance an industrial prospect, or a resident of another
city.
Putting myself in this category then, I
can tell you that what I am seeing and hearing about "life in these Twin Cities" isn't
good at all.
Prior to editing and publishing the
Hickman Courier, and being close on the
scene here, I suppose I was like most other
folks ... I couldn't see the forest for the
trees.
But getting at arm's length from the
situation, and talking with perhaps more
people in Fulton than I did when I was here,
I can tell you that there appears to be an
ever widening break between the activities,
the philosophy and the business-life of South
Fulton and Fulton which, as I see it, can't do
(Continued On Page Six)
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Hill
School Board Contest Sheriff
ArrestsB e Youthak
Puts Life In Election For Break In

A fired secretary on the
Two incumbents and two newcomers are
Mississippi River area anti- candidates for election to four-year terms on the
yesannounced
poverty staff
in the Novemterday that she will continue to Fulton County Board of Education
appeal her firing by the ber 3 election.
agency's new director.
In the Fulton City Independent School DisMrs. Clifford Mills of Clinton trict there are no contests. Glenn Veneklasen,
disclosed she has received
Hatfield and Rodney Miller are seeking renotification that an eight-mem- Gene
ber grievance committee of the election to four-year terms. The terms of Dr. Bob
Mississippi River Area Eco- Peterson and C. R. Scates expire in 1972.
nomic Opportunity Council
In a race that was determined a "sleeper"
unanimously upheld her distwo weeks ago, the race to fill two positions
just
full
the
by
missal of Oct, 1
board.
on the Fulton County School Board may bring
The board had fired her on out a larger number of voters than was anticipatthe recommendation of The ed in this off-year election.
Rev. Rufus Adkins. agency exCharles Curlin of Cayce is seeking the post
ecutive director since August,
now held by Thomas ones also of Cayce. George
Mrs. Mills said.
Mrs. Mills maintains that Somerfield of Hickman is seeking to unseat Earl
The Rev. Mr. Adkins and the
Taylor, a 12-year veteran on the board of educaboard failed to follow the
agency's personnel policies and tion. Taylor is also from Hickman.
procedures both in firing her
Thomas A. Jones was ap- ton County High, and two sons
and in a hearing on the matpointed to represent District 2 in Cayce Elementary.
ter last week.
Earl Taylor has represented
in June, 1962, after Raymond
The Rev. Mr. Adkins said Champion resigned due to ill District 4 since 1958. He is a
in an interview that he and the
salesman for M. E.
Produce
health. Jones was elected to a
board have followed personnel
Carter in Memphis and owner
term in 1966.
second
policies of the national Office
Service Station in
Jones, who owns a farm in of Taylor's
Opportunity.
Economic
of
former Hickman. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
These rules take priority over Cayce, is married to the
one son, (she is the former Billie Downany conflicting local agency Jane Atwell. He has
Fulton ing). have a daughter, Deborah,
policies, the executive director Dennis, a freshman at
who was graduated in 1968
County High School, and a dauasserted.
from Fulton County High.
elementary
Cayce
in
ghter
He said Mrs. Mills apparentGeorge Somerfield. a memly would have to take any fur- school.
ber of the Hickman City ComCharles
opponent,
Jones'
of
Office
the
ther appeal to
mission is married to the forEconomic Opportunity's region- Curlin, owns Curtin Pest Con- mer Jacqueline Turner, the
al office in Atlanta since "all trol in Cayce. Curtin and his daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
legal methods of appeal have wife, the former Carolyn Harri- James Turner of Hickman.
been exhausted at the local son, have a daughter, Debbie, Making his second political
in the freshman class at Ful- race (he was defeated in the
level."
race for County Judge) Somerfield has lived in Hickman for
five years, The couple has four
children. Mr. Somerfield is engaged in the business of stocks
and other investments.
Also serving on the school
board are Neal Little, representing District 1: Mrs. Kaye
District 3, and W. M.
In spite of a concerted effort by state troop- Rumfelt,
Mitchum, District 5. Their
ers, Sheriff Nelson "Corky" Hill, and Hickman four-year terms will expire DePolice Chief Marion Graves, no leads have de- cember 31, 1972,

No Leads In Robbery
Of E. W. James Store

veloped in the robbery Saturday night, October
24, of E. W. James and Sons Super Market in
Hickman.
E. W. James said the two thieves took about
$3,500 at gunpoint from manager Archie Kemp.
James said that a part of the day's receipts had
been placed in a safe and that the loss which was
covered by insurance, was not as great as originally feared.
Kemp said he was alone in
the store about 8:30 Saturday
night, after the store had been
closed. He said he was just
getting ready to make the
night bank deposit when two
men knocked at the entrance.
Kemp said that when he opened the door, one of the men
asked if he could buy two cartons of cigarettes.
The other man then pulled a
gun, Kemp said, and forced
him back to his office, where
his legs and wrists were bound
with friction tape. The first
man then cut the office telephone wire and they left as
soon as they had the money.
Kemp said he freed himself
in about two minutes and called
police from another line in the
store.

The man carrying the gun
was in his mid-thirties, Kemp
said, and wore coveralls and
long blond hair. The other
man, whom Kemp said he has
seen before in the store, wore
a lightweight yellow hunting
jacket, and appeared to be 40
to 45 years old. Both men were
white, Kemp said.
Richard Darnell, owner of
the Pilot House Cafe, said he
saw both men in the cafe
around 2:30 Saturday afternoon. He also said he had seen
the older man before, but not
the younger.
E. W. James said the stores
in Hickman, Fulton, and Union
City have all been broken into,
but that the Saturday night
robbery was the largest in the
company's history.

WKU Bars Speakers
Deemed Dangerous
Western Kentucky University's board of regents has put
into written form its longstanding policy of barring from
the campus any outside speakers "who would present a clear
and present danger to the
normal functioning of the university."
John Lyne, student body
president, agreed with
the
policy declaration. He commented that it is not so much
a matter as how it is worded
but how it will be applied.
The regents directed President Dero G. Downing to go
ahead with the purchase of
232 acres to be added to the
WKU 550-acre farm south of
Bowling Green.
MINSTREL SHOW COMING
Rehearsals are now underway for the forthcoming annual
Minstrel show of the local
Lions Club, which will be staged at Carr auditorium Monday
and Tuesday nights, November
9-10,

Sheriff Nelson "Corky" Hill
arrested a 15-year-old Fulton
County High School student
Tuesday, October 20, and
charged him with the theft of
cash and equipment from the
school on October 12.
Three pairs of basketball
shoes, a Polaroid camera, and
:flout $7 in cash and checks
were stolen when the school
was broken into. Hill said he
and
shoes
the
recovered
camera, but that the cash and
checks were spent.
The Negro youth was on probation for a previous offense at
the time he was arrested. Hill
said. He said the youth will be
sent to a detention home.
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church and kept their horses
there. Damage was so severe
that the church had to be razed
when the war ended. For the
next ten years, Father Cowgill
held services in buildings donated by the Methodist and
Baptist churches.
Another frame church was
erected on the same site in
1873. Three years later, on
January 10, 1876, Father Cowgill died and was burled under
the chancel. When consrtuction
of a new brick church on Buchanan Street was begun 20
years later, Father Cowglil's
remains were moved to Hickman City Cemetery. The original marker was placed in the
new church.
The yellow fever epidemic
which struck Hickman in 1879
killed 150 people. St. Paul's
was left with only two adult
male members, and when
Thomas Mason French died a
few years later, John W. Cowell, son of Father Cowgill, was
the last male survivor. He con-

ducted services and Bishop
Dudley of the Diocese of Kentucky came from Louisville
more often than he ordinarily
would have to assist the congregation.
The church on Buchanan
Street was begun in 1896 and
completed three years later.
A house already standing on
the property served as rectory
and parish house until it was
torn down in 1957.
Two major restorations have
taken place since the church
was completed. The first was
spread over five years and its
completion was marked on
May 2, 1943, at the church's
centennial celebration. At the
time, work was also in progress
to convert a former sandwich
shop, which had been moved
from West Hickman, into a
parish home,
Mrs. B. G .Hale, a greatgranddaughter of Father Cowgill, held a public reception in
her home to commemorate the
centennial. Newlin Clark and
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Fulton To Prohibit
Road Block Drives
W. D. Powers, superintendent of public
works, told the city council Monday night that
approximately $30,000 would be needed to finance a project to shore up eroding Harris Fork
Creek banks.
Powers reported that a wall
could be built of 60 creosote
pilings driven into the bank at
four-foot intervals, with timber
planks filling the spaces between. Cost of materials and
labor would be $30,311, according to Powers' estimate.
In other business, Mayor
Charles Tripp said he had received a letter protesting South
Fulton High School's roadblock
in Fulton Saturday, October

Postmaster Treas Offers
Christmas Mailing Tips
(Additional stories on pages were required in transit.
Insure parcels realistically to
2 and 5, second section).
cover full talue but do not
Postmaster Joe Treas today overinsure. A $10 gift, for exlisted six tips on how residents ample, can bring only $10 comof Fulton can help meet tight pensation, if lost even if "inChristmas budgets this year by sured" for $100.
careful mailing of cards and
Get plenty of stamps on your
parcels.
first trip to the post office to
For the most efficient mail- avoid the time and expense of
ing, Mr. Treas suggested the additional trips.
following steps:
Use ZIP Code as a tool for
For servicemen overseas — economy in mailing. When it
"SAM"(Space Available Mail) is used consistently on parcels
Christmas parcels can be sent and cards. ZIP code helps preuntil November 20 for only the vent errors in delivery and exsame domestic parcel post pedites handling. If only a
charge involved from Fulton to few Christmas cards go astray,
East or West Coast points of an investment of several dolembarcation for military mail. lars may be lost, for example.
Parcels up to 5 pounds and 60
"The key to efficient Christinches in combined length and mas mailing," Mr. Treas comgirth are accepted at this low mented, "is to mail early and
rate.
carefully. Clear addressing,
Larger parcels (up to 30 with the ZIP Codes, proper
length
same
the
pounds with
packaging and early depositing
and girth limitations) can be can prevent most problems and
sent as "PAL" (Parcel Airlift) provide the greatest value for
mail, provided they are mailed money spent for postage."
by November 27. The charge is
only $1 per parcel, plus the regular domestic parcel post postage - much less than charges
that would apply later if
straight airmail service must
be provided.
For all packages, invest in
The Trailblazers Motorcycle
good quality, sturdy wrapping Club of Fulton went in two difmaterials. This small invest- ferent directions this weekend.
ment can help insure undamSix riders attended a Motoraged delivery of valuable gifts
by the Kenwhich Cross sponsored
prevent delays
and
Lake Cycle Club of Murray.
might result if rewrapping
The track was located on Kentucky Lake near the Four
Rivers Boy Scout Camp. In the
125cc class, Butch Workman
took first place and Buddy
Mosley. fourth place. There
were four riders in the 250cc
A hearing for opponents of class,with Gerald Powell taking
South Central Bell's proposals top /Mors and Ronnie Young,
for a $14.8 million-a-year in- fourth place. Also riding in the
crease in telephone rates has 250cc class were Chuck Fritz
been postponed from Oct. 20 to who finished in fifth position
Nov. 30.
and Bob Miller who blew an
At that time opponents of the engine and could not finish the
projected rate increase can race.
present evidence and also can
The track was enough to
cross-examine South Central make a man wish he had stayBell witnesses.
ed at home. It consisted of five
Permission has been given jumps, thirteen 90 degree
gento the Kentucky attorney
turns, one two-foot mud hole,
eral's office to intervene in the one four foot jump, seven hills,
hearing—against higher phone and no straightaways whatsorates.
ever. Add a few trees to all

24, to solicit funds for school
Projects. Tripp proposed that
an ordinance forbidding street
soliciting be drawn up and submitted to the next council
meeting.
Tripp also announced that a
hearing will be held November 4 at 9:30 a. m. in the
Chamber of Commerce concerning the Illinois Central
Railroad's proposal to eliminate the Chicago-to-New Orleans Panama Limited, The
hearing will be open to the
public.
An ordinance to include gas
air conditioners in a gas rate
increase which went into effect
in June was approved by the
council. The'increase had not
specifically included air conditioners.
The council also aproved purchase of supplies of gas pipe
and fittings ,and water fittings
and fire hydrants.

Senator Seeks
To Re-District
A suit filed by State Sen.
Charles Upton, R-Willia msburg. in U. S. District Court at
Lexington seeks to clear the
way for crossing county lines
in reapportioning State legislative districts.
At issue is the Kentucky Constitution's prohibition against
splitting counties — versus the
U. S. Supreme Court's "one
man, one vote" philosophy."
RETURNS HOME
Mrs. Tom Westpheling has
returned to Fulton, following a
visit in California.

Trailblazers 'Hang In There',
But In Different Directions

Phone Rate Hike
Is Re-Scheduled

128-Year Old St. Paul's Episcopal Church Keyed To Service
St. Paul's Episcopal Church,
128 years old on December 18,
1970, has survived the 19th-century horrors of the Civil War
and yellow fever, and is now
one of Hickman's leaders in
20th-Century service to its community.
When the Rev. Nathaniel
Newlin Cowgill, ordained only
18 months before, came to
Hickman, his church was in
the pioneer stage. St. Paul's
charter members—Mrs. Sarah
Heron, Mrs. Susan Harper, and
William Harper—had to worship in whatever buildings
they were offered.
A frame church was begun
In 1843 and completed in 1847
on a lot which now adjoins
Barrett Funeral Home on Carroll Street. Father C,osvgill's
mission Included Columbus,
Hopkinirville, and Paducah, but
St. Paul's was the only Episcopal church building in western
Kentucky.
During the Civil War, Union
soldiers built stables inside the

10c

%Ism
ret 1.

Hugh Swayne .are other great- government benefits and medigrandchildren living in Hick- cal care.
The Diocese of Kentucky
man today.
The second restoration, be- supplied funds to open Hickgun June 1, 1970, was one of man's only day-care center,
several progressive efforts in- now is in its third year of
augurated by the Rev. Bob operation. VISTA volunteers
Layne, who came to St. Paul's ,have staffed the center, which
at a time when declining mem- is in St. Paul's parish house.
bership was causing the DioSt. Paul's and VISTA recese to consider closing the
ceived recognition from the
church. With Layne leading national
Episcopal Church for
the way, St. Paul's entered a their coal
cooperaitve, begun in
period of community service 1968. With a great
Father
which has also helped to bring Layne
obtained from the nanew members into the church. tional church, the
cooperative
St. Paul's now has 35 combought a truck to bring coal
municants.
from Kentucky and southern
Since Father Layne came to Illinois coal
fields to low-inHickman, St. Paul's started come families
in the county.
the Christian Social Service
Father Layne was transferProject and has enlisted funds
from both the national Episco- red to Wichita, Kansas in early
pal Church and local civic or- July. Father James Wilkinson,
ganizations to keep it operat- St. Paul's twenty-second mining. The Project, located In a ister since Father Cowell, has
former cabstand in downtown said be will continue the social
Hickman, is a volunteer, non- service work and will try to
sectarian organization dedicat- bring about cooperation among
ed to helping the poor review all churches in Hickman.

that and you have a true picture of a moto-cross track.
The riders decided that instead of receiving trophies, all
of the proceeds wouki go to a
fellow cycle rider who is in the
hospital in Memphis recovering from -a broken back.
Larry Kimbel and Clem
Wright chose to be spectators
instead of participants this past
weekend. Larry and Clem left
Saturday morning at eight o'clock for Atlanta, Georgia. Atlanta was the scene of a professional Inter-American motocross with riders from England, Sweden, Germany, Canada and many other countries.
They said it was really an exciting race.

Fulton County Is
Near Bond Goal
The sales of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Fulton County for September were $12,388,
while sales for the year reached $162,865 or 66.4 percent of
the annual goal of $245,200.
Sales a year ago were $123,612.
Kentucky's sales for the
month were $4,371,482 while
cumulative sales for the nine
months totaled $42.309,706 or
79.3 percent of the annual goal
of $53,300,000. Sales a year
ago were $40,168,618.

Pollution Free
Factory Coming
Ground will be broken in
early January in Nicholasville
for a $5 million, 125,000-squarefoot plant which will manufacture cartons of various
colors.
The announcement was made
by State Commerce Commissioner Paul W. Grubbs and
Jack W. Warner, president of
the Gulf States Paper Corp.,
which operates in 17 states.
VISITOR
Mrs. R. P. Westpheling, of
St. Joseph, Mo., is a guest in
the home of her son, Paul
Westpheling, and wife, Jo
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PAUL and JOHANNA M, WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Musings From

UCEGY'S CUR HER

The Philosopher

some of the larger ones popped
a bushel or so of popcorn,
esdays,
In my Fidelity
which we ate between spells of
HEART CLEANING
after1905,
pecially, prior to
telling tales. We had never
probconstituted
supper guests
heard Little Red Ridinghood
ably three fourths of our actual by that name; we knew her
I was cleaning out my heart one day,
visitors. These visits were not only as the Little Girl who had
merely of the older folks or the a hair-raising adventure with
And there in the dust of my life
courting-age groups, but of the an Old Wolf. Some child, often
whole families. In winter this a small one, retold the story
I discovered in all of the corners
was a big feature of our lives. in an inimitable way, often gettelephone had not yet got ting very much excited at the
The
Lay bitterness, fear and strife.
into our neighborhood, and only way the story was to end.
one lucky fellow had a phono- Every one had heard it a hunHatred I thought was forgotten,
graph. Radio and television had dred times, but every one was
not been heard off. But, limited ready to jump and scream
Pettiness, anger, regretas we were, we somehow man- when the narrator came to the
aged to have a good time. At punch lines: "What's them
Selfishness and vanity were stored therefirst we sat around the big fire- great big teeth for? "To eat
place and were largely an audi- you up with." The little fellow
Molded in black silhouette.
ence, for the mature people would jump at someone, and
were in charge there, though the victim and all the rest
[tossed them out in my cleaning.
thre was no specific ruling to would scream. One little boy
that effect. We heard a few got his questions and answers
And burned them with fire from my shamenew stories of earlier days and scrambled and came up with:
of strange happenings; but "What's them big ears for?"
I waxed, I polished and worked there
usually we enjoyed a retelling "To smell with." On that night
of the standard neighborhood we never heard the final lines:
'Till I heard someone calling my name.
mysterious we children laughed at the tellabout
stories:
deaths, haunted houses, queer er until he cried a little and
'My dear, what have you done to yourself?"
plenty of our mothers came back to the
characters, and
handed-down yarns about pan- kitchen to see what had proSaid my neighbor across the waythers and wolves and other wild voked the tears.
With some corn grains we
varmints.
"You look so happy" - why, of course she knew
By and by we youngsters, could play Hull Gull or Odd
wanting some first-hand part and Even. Some larger childI had cleaned out my heart that day.
in being entertained, would ad- ren might like to play checkjourn to the kitchen for our ers, but all of us wanted to do
very own good time. Maybe something to show off. With a
UNKNOWN
string and some lamentable
failures we might make a
producefficient
the
Jacob's Ladder or a Crow's
in
of
terested
ing, by weaving "fabric"
split reeds and grasses. Al- tion of swine. This book should Nest or Crow's Feet. We showthough the technique has not be of special interest to those ed our agility by picking up
FULTON'S
changed much from primitive who are getting started in some tiny object, say a broomstraw, from the floor with our
times, the designs are very swine husbandry.
mouths, without touching anymodern and it is possible for
everyone to create all the
APPROVED PRACTICES IN thing with our hands. It makes
MANAGEMENT. my ancient back ache to concharming woven projects in the PASTURE
BY LUCY DANIEL
book.
Forage production has always template that I used to do that
played an important role in especial stunt.
TEACHER: Can you give 200,000 jobs, gaining prestige,
We saved up all the corny
HEROES ON HORSEBACK, American agriculture. With the
me an example of an imagin- and reaping handsome profits.
we heard and told them
by Tom West. Although the continued increase in popula- jokes
But to many people the dream
ary spheroid?
and the again and again. Many of the
STUDENT: Yes—a rooster's is a nightmare. Should our Pony Express ran for barely a tion in this country
at the
year and a half, it is one of the attendant high standards of corniest ones were told
government push this project.
egg.
most familiar landmarks in nutrition, the demands for meat expense of the hired man, who
Most of the facts are discussed
in
go
turn
us
could
one
better
American History. Here is the and dairy products—in which
OLD CITIES AND NEW pro and con in this book.
he came into our assembly.
story of the "Pony's" adven- forages play such as essential if
TOWNS, by Alvin Schwartz.
One of our favorites was telling
MY VILLAGE IN GHANA, ture-filled 18 months. Here too role—move ever upward, indiThe surge toward urbanizaare the stories of her famed cating that forage production about the absent-minded old
tion after World War II and by Sonia Gidal. The mud house
assume even greater im- bachelor, who often got his acthe ever-expanding population of young James Kodjo Badu's couriers—many only in their will
the years ahead. tions twisted, such as scratchhave led to "the changing face family in the small village of teens. You'll meet "Buffalo portance in
Bill" Cody, who was hired as This book will be helpful to all ing his pancake and pouring
of the nation." Vast and com- Makranso is not far from the
farmers, to vocation- syrup down his back, or spitplex problems arose from the dense bush where Ghana's a courier at the age of 15; livestock
teachers and ting on his pincushion and
sudden migration of people to famous cocoa trees grow. Marshal "Wild Bill" Hickok, al agricultural
4-H Club members, throwing his needle into the
the cities; inner city ghettos, This busy village—whose chief, who started out as "Duck students,
agents, and all others fire. We loved tongue-twisters,
unplanned suburbs, inadequate or Nana. is James's uncle—is Bill," a crippled stockkeeper; county
and young Bob Haslam, who interested in efficient pasture all the way up—or down—from
transportation and recreation- in the Ashanti region, just a
"Peter Piper Picked a Peck of
al facilities, air and water pol- few hours by bus from the once rode 370 miles in 36 management.
Pickled Peppers." And, from
hours, pursued by Indians and
lution. Careful city planning is large city of Kumasi. This is a
the patent-medicine almanac
two
bullet
from
USED
suffered
YOU
DIDN'T
"SAY,
of
Ghana
the
people
of
study
improvtowards
a major step
wounds. There are many others TO BE GEORGE MURPHY? we found such folk gems as
and their culture.
ing the situation.
and also other notorious events. by Senator George Murphy. It these ancient ones: "What is
happens all the time. Whenever the difference between a pitcher
WITH CANE
WEAVING
S-S-T AND SONIC BOOM
of water and an angry man
APPROVED PRACTICES IN he appears in public, some feHANDBOOK, by William A. AND REED, by Grete Kronwho seizes his wife and is about
Airplane builders cke. One of the most primitive SWINE PRODUCTION, by G. male follower of the Late Show to throw her
Shurcliff.
into a pound?"
here and abroad are enthralled and at the same time, most C. Cook. This book should be will come up to him and ask, "Water in the pitcher and
useful to swine husbandmen; "Didn't you you used to be
in a grandiose dream: the sophisticated crafts, weaving
in
pitch
her
the
water." "How
dream of building $64,000,000,- with cane and reed has been farmers, including full-time, George Murphy?" He not only is a small boy
like a postage
part-time and suburban; stu- used to be George Murphy, he
000 worth of supersonic trans- done by craftsmen in every
stamp?" "He is licked and
port planes. They dream of age of Man's history. Since dents of vocational agriculture; still is—only now he's playing stuck in a corner and
made to
revolutionizing I o n g-r a n ge reeds of some kind were usual- teachers of vocational agricul- the most demanding and im- go on
errands."
travel, improving the respec- ly near at hand, man, every ture; FFA members; 4-H club portant role of his colorful caOccasionally we got a bit
members; county agricultural reer, as the Serii-Of U. S. Senative countries' balance of pay- early, fashioned his necessary
sensational by putting on a
agents; and other persons in- tor from California.
ments, creating more than utensils, mats, and even clothfull-fledged
church service,
such as we had seen at Sul'
Mr. W. A. Lowe,and Mrs. J. A. Williams, was in- phur Springs, with a difference.
Lowe's, Monday evening of this week,in honor of One boy would imitate, often
FROM THE FILES:—
too accurately, the preacher;
deed a very interesting affair. Dinner was served another
one would lead the
C.
H.
LinMr.
present,
being
there
o'clock,
six
at
singing and fairly beat the stuffing
out of the air as he beat
ton, Miss Frances Swiggert, Mr.R. P. Witty, Miss
various others, boys and
Vivian Williams, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Williams, time;
girls, would "get happy" and
TWENTY-YEARS AGO
A.
and of course, Mr. and Mrs. W. Lowe.
do a bit of shouting. Usually
OCTOBER 20, 1950
about this time, some older
Reverend Martin Oldham Mattingly, recentbrother or sister came upon the
on sale at Ruckers Music scene
are
now
Tickets
and ended our religious
ly ordained priest of the Catholic Church has asMr. Clay Smith and fervor by threatening to "tell
of
for
the
appearance
Store
sumed the duties of Assistant pastor of St. Ed- Mr. Guy Holmes of the Smith-Spring-Holmes Mammy." Somewhat sheepwards Catholic Church here and St. Leo's Church Company. Messers Smith and Holmes are artists inshly we might go back to the
main group around the firein Murray.
of rare ability on the flute, trombone, basset place and hear some more
ghost stories and still be shakhorn, coronet and saxaphone.
There was a reunion of the family of H. M.
ing from fear when the sitterstill-bedtime took their way
Bennett of Fulton held at the home of Mr. and
SEVENTY - FIVE YEARS AGO
home.
Those present
AFTER-SUPPER GUESTS

Young Man Looks Al His Future
And Sees Need For Trade School
(Ed's. Note: The following appeared in the Pilot Light, a periodical published by the Beta Club of
Fulton County High School.
It is written by Doug Goodman,
a very serious and thoughtful student at the Fulton County High
School.
IS THERE A NEED FOR
A TRADE SCHOOL
IN FULTON COUNTY?
by Doug Goodman
In this age of technology and
industrial development, is there
a need of a trade school in Fulton
County?
Do the young people and
other members of the labor force
have to leave Fulton County in
order to earn a living? You would
;ince there is no trade school in
this area whereby a man or woman may get training and experience so that he or she has a
saleable skill.
Why do trade schools exist
anywhere in the United States?
It must be remembered that the
dominant element in American
lives today is industry. Through
a great nation with a high standard of living under normal conditions. About one half of the people earn their livelihood in industrial and- service occupation and
everyone is a consumer of industry.
In order to do a satisfactory
piece of work on a job, there must
be training. For centuries, it was
carried on largely throughout the
medium of apprenticeship, but in
recent years organized industrial
education programs have been developed in the elementary and

high school,in adult evening classes, in technical institutions, and
in colleges and universities.
Other areas have met the
challenges and needs of the day.
The pressing need facing our high
school training program is the direct preparation of youth for the
"world of work". Has Fulton
County done every thing it can to
meet these needs?
There is great need for vocational training in Fulton County
and the adjoining counties. The
State Department of Education
reports that Fulton County has
the highest drop-out and transferrate per-enrollment in the state of
Kentucky. Two years ago it was
43 percent. This has dropped some
but is still too high. A vocational
training school helps with the problem.
In other places this tend to
drop out of school is greatly reduced when a trade school is open
ed. Many of the students who
are presently attending FCHS
cannot go to college and perhaps
should not go to college, but they
need to be adaquately trained in
some skill.
If FCHS had a trade school,
the students would attend academic classes for one half a day
and the trade school during the
other part of the day. It would
also help to relieve the crowded
conditions in the present FCHS
class building.
At nights and afternoons, the
out-of-school youth and adults
could receive training for certain
skills at the trade school.
As you read this, you may
ask, "What can I do to promote
the school and make it a reality?

Soliciting Funds With Road Blocks
Is Hazardous; Should Be Prohibited
In the past several years, we
have voiced our apprehension over
the practices that numerous "fund
drives" have used in the Twin
Cities wherein teen-agers seek to
collect funds from passing motorists.
The practice is dangerous and
should be prohibited, and we are
glad to note that the matter has
finally come before the Fulton
City Commission and an ordinance is being prepared to prohibit
such type of soliciting in the future. It should be prohibited in
South Fulton too.
To our knowledge, the practice here first became general during the "March of Dimes" fundraising campaign for polio about
seven years ago. In an effort to
raise more funds, a volunteer
group of teen-agers set up a
"road-block" sort of an affair out
in Highlands, posting their members at the four corners of the intersection at the Derby restaurant
and holding out their cans and
jars to passing autoists and truck
drivers for contributions.
The affair was an instant success. and the dimes and quarters
rolled in, to the tune of nearly $200
each Saturday afternoon. It became an annual part of the monevraising campaign, but it also became dangerous and irritating.
Around"
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The danger lay in the fact that the
youngsters gave no thought to
personal safety as they walked
and ran all over the busy street
begging their coins; the irritation
came from vehicles in a hurry who
were forced to line up and wait
their turn to get through the intersection whether they wished to
contribute or not.
The practice has recently
been expanded to all sorts of
drives for all sorts of funds, at all
sorts of intersections, and it's a
near miracle that someone hasn't
been seriously injured. The streets':
are no place for this sort of thing,
whatever the cause.
The fact that the latest incident, last Saturday, involving the
soliciting of funds from motorists
and truckers for the South Fulton
homecoming queen competition,
has triggered the ordinance banning such activities in the future—
at least on the Kentucky side,
where the "best" intersections are
— should not be taken as any personal insult by anyone in South
Fulton. The Commission action
simply points up the fact that this
sort of thing needs to be stopped
by ALL youngsters, wherever
they come from, and for whatever cause.
The Kentucky State Police in
the past have issued repeated
warnings to teenagers and forced
them to disband their "roadblocks" whenever they found
them stopping traffic on a highway, but the practice has continued anyhow.
We think that joint action by
Fulton and South Fulton should
end it once and for all. There are
many other ways of raising funds
other than begging from strangers. They may not be as rapid, but
they are a whole lot safer and
better.

jPormtry Combeff

Turning Back The Clock

Mrs. Edd Hay near Pierce Station.
OCTOBER 25, 1895
were: Mr. Bennett's children and their families;
(From the files of the Hickman Courier)
Mr. and Mrs. Doc Bennett, Marita and Lucretia,
The Courier learns that corn is selling in
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bennett and son, Gary, of
localities at 75c per barrel.
some
Pierce; Mr. and Mrs. Buford Bennett, Jimmie,
of
Cayce.
Charles, Barbara and Tommie
The Ohio River is lower than it has been for
fourteen years. People have waded across it beMounds,
of
resident
former
D. J. Horner,
low New Albany.
Ill., has moved to Fulton and announces the opening of Homer's Jewelry and Piano sales. The new
We learned that burglars entered the store
store is located at 456 Lake Street, in a newly- of Messrs Roper and Bradley at Cayce one night
remodeled building next to Smith's Cafe.
last week and carried off several dollars worth of
goods.
Mrs. Jack Wills, 21, of Los Angeles, Calinamwas
Hickman,
of
Jean
Glidewell
nee
fornia,
The Wickliffe Yeoman of last week contained "Mrs. California" of 1950 at a contest held ed this item: "Hon. M. C. D. Ferguson passed
there September 1, competing with over 4,000 through our town yesterday in route to Hickman
entries.
and Fulton Counties to make surveys for a couple
of distilleries which propose to start up soon."
Randell R. Kimberlin, airmen USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Kimberlin of 130 Central AveMessrs. T. T. Swaine, R. A. Tyler, A. L.
nue, Fulton, Kentucky is a crew member of the Brevard, T. H. Johnson and Will Randle accomaircraft carrier USS Coral Sea.
panied by Mrs. Loula and Carrie Ramage, Irene
Faris, Pauline Prather, Bettye Wilson and Marie
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Brevard represented the society crowd of HickOCTOBER 16, 1925
man at the hop. — Obion Democrat. '
A.
W.
Mrs.
at
The double birthday party

Letters To Editor
Department of Mental Health
WESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240
Dear Friend:
You may think that this is an
early date to be thinking of
Christmas, but we never have
an opportunity to forget it, for
our patients ask about their
Christmas plans all year long.
However, some of the patients
are beginning to tell me about
the gifts that they want Santa
to bring this year, so I am
aware that it is time for me to
be sending a Christmas reminder to some of our friends in
the community. I hope that
you will be able to help with
our Christmas plans this year.
Of course, we want our patients to have a most enjoyable
holiday season.
We want each ward to be
"adopted" for a Christmas
party during the month of December. We realize only too
(Continued on Pape Five)
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Fun Party Highlights Local
Business Woman's Week Plans

• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clark* Bondurant
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Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Wheeler
junior
returned from Memphis last
Wesley Campbell of Akron,
History, tradition, and rever- gram chairman and
enjoyed
was
singing
Group
of
his
observance
with
bringing their daughter ence of the American flag was Scout leader, presented an
week
week,
Part of the
Ohio, spent last
County
all, directed by Mrs. Yvonne Stevens home with
neighborhood
The public is invited to at- at the McCracken
sister, Mrs. Della Cruce. His National Business Women's by
the subject of a program by American flag to
tend a demonstration and fash- Courthouse Extension Assemb- wife, Edna, visited her moth- Week by the Fulton-South Ful- Juaneta Phelps.
them for a rest and recupera- the Cayce Girl Scouts at the chairman Mrs. Charles Curlin.
served,
were
ts
Refreshmen
Woodbn show on "Sew Your Own ly Room.
tion period.
er, Mrs. Ethel Oliver, in Mem- ton Business and Professional
Cayce PTA meeting Monday, The flag was a gift from
ginger
These lessons will be taught phis.
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men of the World.
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Ike Legans suffered a heart October 26.
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fun party held Thursday
last Thursday and was
A film, "Old Glory," producAlice Caldwell led the pledge
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m., Wednesday, November and Mrs. Dean Roper, Specialning in the home of Mrs. Ra- ter. The dining table
the Weakley Coun- of allegiance and singing of ed by the Marine Corps, showt of returned to
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arrangemen
an
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flag. Mat;Hospital.
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other
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President,
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Kentucky, and November 5th., Kentucky
At with green candles.
Sun- bie Curtin the Bear Creek Evansville, Indiana, then disWesley Campbell and Mrs. visitors were in attendance.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell, pour- the Obion County Hospital
sion Service.
meetings members
Gladys day and is expected to undergo Council flag. and Jim Adams cussed flag etiquette.
Mrs.
and
cider,
Lingerie is fast moving into Della Cruce visited Mrs. Frank previous
the
ed
Special guests for the eveneach brought a hat, a
the Cayce neighborhood flag.
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Route four, South Fulton has wished them much more hap- prize for the tackiest costume hold its first meeting of the days, but is better today.
won
The Pap test is an examina- been accepted at Lubbock piness, and many nice gifts and Mrs. Mable Burgess
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"The Flag" Is Theme
Of Cayce PTA Meeting
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Are you in favor of the Act of the General
Assembly known as Senate Bill, No. 359, enacted
at the regular session of 1970 wherein it is pro
posed that the Commonwealth issue and sell its
General Obligatron Bonds rn addition to all bonds
heretofore authorized by the rioters in the prind
pal sum of Forty-eight million three hundred
thousand dollars i1s8,300,000), the kroceeds of
which will be set aside for state agencies and
publIc purposes for the acquisition of lands, the
construction and reconstruction of buildings and
structures, installation of service facilities, and
the purchase and installation of equipment, f maities, and furnishings of a permanent noture for
buildings and structures for the state agencies or
for other public purposes as follows: School far
the Deaf, School far the Shod, Department of /duration for vocational schools, Department of
Corrections, Deporment of Child Welfare, Depart
meet of Mental Health, Farm Development loan
Guarantee Fund?

P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Oct. 29, 1970

DEATHS
Mrs. Dewey Crocker Miss Lovelace
Funeral services for Mrs.
Dewey Crocker were held
Thursday, October 22, in Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel,
with Rev. Bill Smalling, pastor
of the South Fulton United
Methodist Church, officiating.
Burial was in Obion County
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Crocker died suddenly
Wednesday afternoon, October
21. of a heart attack.
Born in Bradford, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late
James and Lula Oliver Lannom and had made her home
in Fulton since 1943. She was
a member of the South Fulton
United Methodist Church.
In addition to her husband,
she is survived by two daughters. Mrs. Charles Box and
Mrs. Jerry King of Union City;
three sisters, Mrs. Horace Cash
of Bradford, Mrs. Guy Newbill
of Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs.
Dan White of Norfolk, Va.; me
brother, Guy Lannom of Corinth. Miss., and six grandchildren.

Clarence Petty
Clarence Y. Petty died Monday night. October 19, in the
Veterans Hospital at Memphis.,
following a long illness.
Funeral services were held in
Jackson Funeral Home at
Dukedom Thursday, October
22. with Rev. Charles Nelson
officiating. Burial was in Poyner's Chapel Cemetery.
Mr. Petty, 58, was a farmer
and a veteran of World War 11,
living on Route 2, Wingo.
Surviving are his wife and
one son. William Petty. of
Route 2, Wingo; two daughters,
Sherry Petty of Route • 2, Wingo. and Mrs. Richard Stamper,
Route 5, Mayfield; and four
sisters, Miss Audie Petty of
Route 2, Wing°, Mrs. Will Burton of Lynnville, Mrs. L. L.
Durham of Sardis, Miss., and
Gertie Petty.

Kenneth Watts
Funeral services for Kenneth
Watts were held Sunday, October 24. in White-Ranson Funeral Home at Union City, with
Rev. James G. Heisner of Lebanon, Tenn., and Rev. Fred
Kendall. pastor of the First
Baptist Church. officiating.
Burial was in Obion County
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Watts, 62, died Friday
afternoon, October 23, in the
Otton County General Hospital
in Union City, following a lengthy illness.
Born in Jackson, Tenn., he
was the son of the late Luther
and Theodosia McRea Watts.
His early life was spent in
Jackson, he moved to Fulton in
1935 and was with Kroger Company, moved to Union City in
1940, where he was head meatcutter for Kroger, and retired
five years ago.
His wife was the former Miss
Georgia Crosby. lie was a
member of the Loyal Order of
the Moose, Legion of the Moose,
past secretary of the Union
City Moose Lodge, the First
Baptist Church and the Dixon
Williams Radio Bible Class.
Surviving are his wife; one
daughter, Mrs. Paul Sanderfer
and one grandson, Van Sanderfer of Rock Hills, S. C., four
sisters, Miss Gladys Watts,
Mrs. A. W. Easley, Mrs. Donald Weaver and Miss Mildred
Watts of Jackson, and several
nephews and a nice.

Miss Jessie Corinne Lovelace
died Wednesday evening, October 21, in McAlister Rest
Home, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held
Thursday, October 22, in Hornbeak Funeral Home, with Rev.
Charles Jobe officiating. Burial
was in East Side Cemetery at
Martin.
Miss Lovelace, 78, was the
daughter of the late N. B. and
Mary Jane Atkinson and was
born in Martin. She was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church.
Surviving are one niece,
Mrs. A. B. Dunning, of Jackson, Tenn., one sister-in-law,
Mrs. C. D. Lovelace, and a
half-niece, Mrs. Pete Green, of
Fulton.

ley and Carl Franklin, obth of
Akron, Ohio.
• AUSTIN SPHINGS
The funeral service will be
By Mrs. Carey Frields
held Thursday. October 29 at
2:00 p. m. at the Water Valley
Rev. Bob Copeland filed his
Methodist Church. Reverend
Danny Underwood and Rev- regular appointment at New
erend Kimbell Corban will of- Salem Baptist Church the past
Sunday at 11
m. and also at
ficiate.
Interment will be in the the evening service. Sunday
School is held at 10 a. m. Next
Water yalley Cemetery.
Sunday is regi.!ar singing date,
which is held on each first
ATTENDS FUNERAL
Sunday afternoon. All singers
are invited by the church and
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards at- the pastor.
tended the funeral of N. L.
Meadows, Sr., in Milan Tenn., Dave Mathis will undergo
Sunday. He was the father of surgery on his lime limb today
her son-in-law, N. L. Meadows, (Monday) in the Volunteer
Jr.
General Hospital at Martin. All

friends hope he will
Mrs. Dave Mathis is visiting
very soon, and are a. much with children, Mr. and Mrs.
Basil Mathis, during the hosconcerned at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Rick- pitalization of Mr. Mathis, a
man arrived a few days ago patient in the Volunteer Genfrom Huntsville, Ala., and have eral Hospital at Martin.
been houseguests of parents, The condition of. Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman, Berryman is reported to be the
and their grandparents, Mr. same, no improvement for the
and Mrs. Grover True. They past several weeks. Many
left for home Sunday afternoon, friends visit at his bedside.
where Bobby will resume his
Roy Brown, of South Fulton,
duties in Huntsville come
- underwent major surgery in
nic
a
visit
with
day. They had a
Western Baptist Hospital at
all the homefolks.
Paducah the past week. He is
Chap Jonnson remains about 'now doing nicely, according to
the same in Fulton Hospital. our last report. He is the broEvery good wish is extended ther-in-law of W. J. Reed, Disthat he will soon regain trict No. 17, and every good
wish is extended by all friends
strength and be restored.

around here.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
received a letter from their
son, Sp. 5 Leslie B. Lassiter,
who is serving in DaNang, that
his R&R is coming up soon.
He, along with his buddy', Justin, plan to go to Japan. Both
these young men had first
overseas duty in Kaisersluetern,
Germany.

GOOD WORK
John B. Covington, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Covington
of Second Street In Fulton has
been selected to be in the
"teaching block" at Fort Hayes
Kansas State College this semester and has been assigned
to one of 16 cooperating
school systems where he will
spend the rest of the fall semester as a student teacher.

PRICE INCREASE
The price of food purchased
for use at home increased 25.8
percent in the ten-year period
ending December, 1969, while
the overall cost of living rose
31.3 percent.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Weakley County has been
awarded two University of
Tennessee General Alumni Association scholarships for the
1971-72 academic year.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Flois Earl Harris
}lois Earl Harris, a retired
farmer, died at 2:00 p. m. Sunday, October 25. at the McAlister Rest Home.
Services were held at 1:30
p. m. Monday, October 26, at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel with Reverend Gerald
Stow officiating. Interment was
in McGuire Cemetery, near
Lynnville, Kentucky.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jack Rushing,
Fulton; Mrs. Elsie Ruble, Berlin, Illinois and Mrs. Iris Cook,
Knoxville, Tenn.; and a son,
011ie Harris, Fulton.
His wife, Mrs. Flossie Harris, preceded him in death in
1966
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Elmer Odell King
Elmer Odell King, 42, a
factory worker, died Friday,
October 23. at his home in
Dresden.
Funeral services were held
Monday. October 26, in the
Bowfin Funeral Home at
Dresden, with burial in the city
cemetery at Hickman.
Surviving are his mother,
Mrs. Annie King of Fulton; his
wife. Mrs. Virginia Lewis
King; four sons, Lewis Odell
King of Union City, Terrell
Wayne, Raymond Dwight and
David Cilfton King, all of
Dresden: four brothers. Malcolm, Richard and Bobby Joe
King. all of Detroit and James
King of Cottage Hills, Ill., and
four sisters, Mrs. Gladys Clark
of Fulton, Mrs. Marlene Waggoner of Wingo, Mrs. Wanda
McQueen of Walnut Log, and
Mrs. Ruth Hale of Detroit.

OM

FIRST

Miss Mable Smith
Miss Mable Smith age 67,
died suddenly Tuesday, morning, October 27 at her home on
111 Central Avenue in South
Fulton.
She had resided in Obion
County most of her life, and
was a member of the Central
Church of Christ.
She was born September 12,
1903 in Obion County, and was
the daughter of the late George
W. and Mary Golden Smith.
Survivors include a sister,
Mrs. Lona Farabough of South
Fulton, and a brother, William
Smith of Route three, Fulton.
Services were held at 2:00
p. m. Wednesday, October 28,
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel with Rev. Charles L.
Houser and Rev. Don Kester
officiating.
Interment was at Boaz
Chapel Cemetery.

Mrs. Vessie Lamb

Mrs. Vessie Gossum Lamb
died Tuesday evening October
27 at 8:10 p. m. at the Fulton
140 Broadway, South Fulton Hospital. She was the widow of
the late T. W. Lamb.
Phone 478-11114
Mrs. Lamb has been a life
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
long resident of the Water Valley Community.
—Vinyl and Tile
She is survived by one dau—Downs and McGee Carpeting
ghter, Mrs. Mary Virginia
—Upholstering, Modern and
Hicks of Water Valley, one
Antique
granddaughter, Mrs. Carolyn
Young of Akron, Ohio, and two
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
great-grandsons, Thomas Wee-

BAPTIST CHURCH

(Photo Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)

First Baptist - A friendly church with a gospel message. A
church that invites you to worship in a warm and friendly spirit
OUR PASTOR: Rev, James W. Best, a native of Houston,
Texas, came to us in August of 1966 from Cleveland, Ohio where
he had been pastoring since 1960. He is a graduate of Baylor University in Waco, Texas and Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Ft. Worth, Texas. Though only 97 years old, he has
been pastoring 16 years. His wife is also from Houston, Texas and
a graduate of Baylor University. They have one son, Mark who is
eight years old and twin daughters, Mary Beth and Lea Ann who
are 5. Among other activities, Rev. Best serves on the Executive

Board for the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
We would invite you to come and worship with us this and
every Sunday.
A CHURCH OF OPPORTUNITIES:
In
In
In
In

Worship-Sunday
Study, Training-Sunday
Church Music-Choir for all ages
United Prayer-Wednesday

10:50 a. m., 6:30 p. m.
9:45 a. m., 5:30 p.
5:30 p. in.
7:30 p. m.

Jams. W. Best, Pastor

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

S.P. MOORE & CO.

Greenfield Monument Works

Liberty Super Market

M & B Gulf Station

E.W.Jansee and Sons

Fulton Electric System

Tim, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Fulton, Kentucky

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

472-9114

Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.

The Citizen's Bank

Fulton

"Live Better Electrically"

Make our beak your bank

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman, Ky.

236-2855

Kentucicy Ave.

Paten

472-1471

MS Man Street

472-1342

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation U Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

•

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Greenfield
Phone 23S-2293

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1833

Fulton, Ky.

J. B. MANES SONS
of...n.ta, Tons.

472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry L Siegel Company,Inc.

At the Ster•—er et your door

Fulton and South Fulton

Puffin, Ky.

472-3311

s geed place te work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
mum
Clbdest. Ky.

633-2771
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ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

FARMERS RAIRING TO GO
Farmers have been very unhappy for the past several days
because the busy fall harvesting season has been delayed
because of wet weather. It
seems as if every week for the
last three weeks we have recived from two to three inches
of rain.
Early varieties of soybeans
are ready to be combined and
everyone likes to have the early
varieties harvested by the time
killing frosts arrive and the
Lee and Pickett varieties get
ready. This year it looks as if
most of the soybeans will be
ready to combine at the same
time.
Many soybean growers reduce their profit by losing to
many beans when harvesting.
On the average, four beans on
each square foot of ground represents one bushel per acre
that has been lost. Most of the
soybeans lost never get into
the combine. Shattering, dropped stalks and pods left on the
stalk below the cutter bar account for most of the loss. Iowa
tests show that cutter bar losses
increased at the rate of 1.4
bushels for each inch above the
ground. Losses caused by shattering, cutter
bar action,
threshing, separating and cleaning can be minimized.
Most Obion County soybean
operators reach a high rate of

efficiency in combining soybeans, we have found by looking closely at the ground behind combines. But invaribly
the rate of loss of beans goes
up when ever the combine operator moves into a weedy soybean field.
Willie George Dement at
Kenton is very proud of the
very effective way he controlled weeds in one of his soybean
fields by post-emerge spraying
of the beans to knock out the
weeds. Something happened to
his spray machine and four
rows failed to get sprayed and
these four rows are covered up
with weeds. The rest of the
field is almost completely free
of weeds.
Wilton Sellers at Ethridge
was well satisfied with his
control of Johnson Grass in a
soybean field except near the
edges of the field that he failed
to apply chemicals for the control of Johnson Grass.

Boys In The

SERVICE
RICO Oct. 15—Navy Petty Officer First Class William D.
Hicks, husband of the former
Miss Beverly A. Sutton of
Wingo, Ky., is serving with
Naval Mobile Construction Battalion One at Camp Moscrip,
Puerto, Rico.

development pecan varieties
that he grafted in 1969 include:
Mohawk, Shawnee, Major—
Cites Cross, and Code.
Most people want to set out
a few pecan trees and expect
to get a crop of pecans in 5 to
10 years. Most of the time when
this program is followed they
don't have to worry about ever
picking up many pecans. Tom
Lattus' pecan trees show the
results of a lot of work each
year and he follows a regular
spray program. Every variety
in the Lattus Pecan Grove is
PECAN GROWER
loaded, and he even has some
We have always been inter- trees where the limbs are alested in the production of pe- most breaking because of the
cans as a side line on farms for heavy load of pecans.
pecan production as well as
shade around homes. Last
Farm Dates To Remember
week we visited with Tom LatOctober 28 - Feeder Pig Sale
tus of Woodland Mills in re- Brownsville.
gards to some new varieties of
November 2 - Feeder Pig
pecans we got him to graft into
some trees in 1969. Mr. Lattus Sale - Trenton.
November 3 - Feeder Pig
has a 15 year old pecan orchard that looks as good as Sale - Lexington.
any pecan orchard you'll find
November 9 - Feeder Pig
anywhere. He has in his pecan Sale - Huntingdon.
orchard the following pecan
November 16 - Feeder Pig
varieties: Major, Gibs, Stuart, Sale - Dyersburg.
Green River, Chief, Busseran, November 19 - Feeder Pig
and Pereque. The new USDA Sale - Dresden.

Leave Levers In Voting Position
With Crosses Showing like This
DON'T

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
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COLUMN 1

COLUMN 4
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SCHOOL BALLOT

e

311 TURN SWITCH LEFT

See us for - - Your insurance Needs

PUSH THEM BACK

COLUMN 1

WARNING-YOU
ra WANKS MIST SE
SNOWING FON VOTE
TO REGISTER

-

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

The Machine Does This For You and Clears Itself For Next Voter.

COLUMN I

.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

indicating the contents.
We have more men than
women in the hospital, and we
always have a little trouble
getting enough gifts for men.
Candy, coffee, and cigarettes
are excellent gifts for either
men or women. Aproximately
fifty of our patients are veterans.
We can also use Books,
Table games (checkers), Stationery,
Puzzles
(jigsaw),
Playing cards, Rook cards,
Harmonicas, Musical Instruments, Balls, Rain Hats, Art
supplies, Pens, Radios, Record
players, Snuff. Newspaper and
magazine subscriptions, Boxes
of all-occasion greeting cards.
Ashtrays, artificial flower arrangements for wards. Card
table sand chairs, Pictures or
mirrors, Clocks and Lamps.
Remember! Some patients
may not receive a gift unless
you send one!

AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT

Election, Tuesday, November 3,1970

2,
29 MARK YOUR BALLOT ANO
LIM NARKS wt,
SNOWING —0

Mrs. Charlotte Blackwelder
to be used for canteen treats
Director of Volunteer Services
(Continued From Page Two) for patients without family or
Western
funds.
State Hospital
well that most of our church
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42240
We are very anxious that
and service organizations plans each of our patients shall have
Suggestion List for Christmas
extra projects for Christmas, Santa gifts on Christmas Eve. Gifts:
but if your group or any other If you can help us to accumuFOR MEN — Stretch- sox,
that you may know would be late enough gifts for our 700 Belts, Shaving Lotions, Shaving
interested
in
adopting a ward patients, it would mean a great Cream,
Robert J. Palmer, son of Mr.
Pipes,
Tobacco,
and Mrs. Lorenzo Palmer of and helping us to give the pati- deal to someone who is unfor- Gloves, New clothing, Billents
a
Merry
Christmas,
we
Route three, Fulton, Kentucky
tunate enough to have to be in folds. Bedroom Slippers, Handhas been appointed Financial would be very grateful if you a mental hospital at Christmas, kerchiefs, Cigarettes, Candy,
Controller- European
Opera- would contact me and discuss I am enclosing a list of sugges- Sweaters,
Shirts,
Cigars,
tions of Delta P. Inc., which is plans with me. If your group tions for Christmas gifts for Combs, Undershirts or shorts.
headquartered in Dalla s, is unable to visit the hospital at patients. These should be wrap- Money for Canteen Books, $1.00
Texas. This industry is engag- Christmas, you may supply the ned and labeled as to content. each),
Transistor
radios,
ed in the manufacture of Indus- refreshments and we will give in order that we can fit the Watches, Walking Canes, Lightthe
party
for
you.
Contributions
trial and environmental pollugift to the patient, as much as ers, Instant Coffee.
of money are very acceptable, possible. These gifts need not
tion control equipment.
FOR WOMEN — Instant Coffor
these
donated
funds
enable
be expensive. The important fee, Watches, Bath powder,
Mr. Palmer and his wife,
me
to
purchase
some
Christmas
thing
is
for
us
to
be
sure
that
the former Barbara Welch of
Face powder, Rouge, Cologne
Dallas, and their three children items that are specially re- no one is forgotten when or perfume, Deodorants, Lipwill make their home in Lon- quested. I usually have a long Christmas comes. I would like sticks, Nylon hose, Jewelry,
don, England where he will be list of these special requests, to have these gifts in my of- Compacts. Head Scarfs, Sweatresponsible for the financial and make every effort to help fice as early as possible dur- ers, Panties, stretch sox, Pockmanagement of Delta P. in patients receive gifts that they ing the month of December, in etbooks (large) Billfolds, BedEngland, France, Germany really want. Many notes are order that we will have time to room slippers, Plastic boots,
slipped under my office door sort them and purchase anyand the Netherlands.
Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Slips,
or placed on my desk, addressPrior to joining Delta P. he ed to "Dear Santa." We, also, thing extra that we may need. Crotchet thread, Aprons. Night
We
are
happy
to
receive
new
wear, Candy and gum, Stoles,
held various accounting and need funds for canteen books,
or used clothing throughout the Blouses,
Skirts,
Dresses,
supervisory positions with Ray
year. However, if you send Combs and brushes, Dolls (the
Smith Transport Co., Fritoused
articles
or
items at Christ- old ladies love them), Stuffed
Lay, Dresser Industries and
mas, please leave them un- animals, Cigarettes, Money for
Venetian International. He was
wrapped,
and
we
will not dis- Canteen Books, ($1.00 each),
graduated from South Fulton
tribute them as Christmas Transistor radios.
High School in the year 1953
The News takes pleasure in gifts. It is very disappointing
and received his degree from
Choose a gilt as though you
wishing "Happy Birthday" to to open a lovely package and
were buying it for a member
Murray State in 1958.
the following friends:
find a used gift.
of your family or a dear friend.
October 22: Mrs. Hulon Allen,
Most of our twenty-eight If you wrap your gift (and
Jimmy Gilbert; October 23: wards have between twenty please do), please put a card
CONDITIONS IMPROVED
Mrs. Donna Counce, R. Paul and thirty-live patients. If you on the outside of the package,
The twin-cities will be re- Westpheling, H. 0. Wright; need any additional informalieved to know that Billy Con- October 24: David Newton, tion, please allow me to help
ner, brother of Mrs. John R. William Sanders.
with your plans. You may write
Lawson, of South Fulton and
October 25: Mrs. Myrtle or call me. My telephone numLester Willis, her brother-in- Rice, Terry Lee Adams, Oc- ber is 886-4431, Extension 366.
law, are now getting along tober 26: Tracy Alford, Greg
Cordially,
very well at the Western Bap- Binford, Rhonda Jones, Hugh (Mrs.) Charlotte Blackwelde
tist Hospital in Paducah. Both Wright, Troy Weindenback; Oc- Director of Volunteer Services
were injured in the October 8 tober 27: Raye Alford, Shirley
P. S. — All checks should
accident, which claimed two Lee Fields, October 28: Teddy be payable to "Volunteer Fund,
lives. C,onner's room number is Barclay, Clayton Williams, Western State Hospital" and
211 and Willis is in room 214.
Willodean Zickafoose.
addressed to:

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

Sample Ballot
Pi TORN SIM RIGHT
TO_
CLOSE MUMS

LETTERS TO EDITOR

Robert Palmer
Promoted With
Pollution Firm
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Dee Lanford Clerk of the Fulton County Court. certify
that the above is a copy of the ballot on the face of the voting
machines in precincts 14 and 16 to be held in Fulton, County Tuesday, November 3 to be voted on in the General Election November
3, 1970.

DEE LANGFORD
COUNTY COURT CLERK

the
A'
sserrn
e bylyouk rt"
Owfr"
: a7S:rfi a eh eB:c,'
NE*
,.1;
'
51 9, eGnanCtredi
at the regular session of 1970 wherein it is proposed that the Commonwealth issue and sell its
General Obligation Bonds in addition to all bonds
heretofore authorized by the voters in the princi•
pal sum of Forty•eight million three hundred
thousand dollars (548,300,000), the proceeds of
which will be set aside for state agencies and
public purposes for the acquisition of lands, the
construction and reconstruction of buildings and
structures, installation of service facilities, and
the purchase and installation of equipment, fad.
ities, and furnishings of a permanent nature for
buildings and structures for the state agencies or
for other public purposes as follows: School for
the Deaf, School for the Blind, Department of Ed.
ucation for vocational schools, Departrnent of
Corrections, Deparment of Child Welfare, Deport•
meet of Mental Health, Farm Development Loan
Guarantee Fund?

Ever(
Unve
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GOOD SPRINGS
HOSPITAL NEWS •
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook

changing a flat tire, when he
was hit.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Nelson
were in Memphis last week
end, visiting their daughter,
Mrs. Nell Prewett, who lives
there.
Mrs. Helen Allen was in the
home of Mrs. Beauton Howard
last week, with several other
ladies, working with Artex
paints and mod-podge work.
Everyone enjoyed
learning
about this beautiful work.
Each lady carried a covered
dish, and the table was loaded
with good food to eat and no
one went away hungry.

present with their families.
They had many friends and reAline Williams
latives by to see them and received many beautiful gifts, I
The following friends were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Neil
Ross
atBuster
Webb
know they will cherish the rest
and
daughter,
patients in Fulton Hospitals the
tended the dahlia show at Mem- Patricia, were in Detroit last
of their lives. We wish many
week of October 28:
phis October 10th and 11th and week for the funeral of Buster's
more happy anniversaries for
received the following awards: nephew's little ten-year-old
the Terrells.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Following are the names of until February 2.1, 1971; Ronnie
Queen of Show, largest dahlia boy, who was struck by a hit
The regular third Sunday
Alvin Burrow, M urr a y,
ndividuals in this area who Joe Johnson, age 18, 111 Depot
and twenty-five additional rib- and run car. He was on the
meeting was conducted at Old
Charles Murphy, Hickman;
bons. They have 200 to 300 dif- road by his dad, who was
'save lost their driver's licenses St., Clinton, driving while in- Helen Wiley,
Bethel Sunday, with Elder
Pam Byrd, Erma
or the week ending October toxicated, license suspended Wright, Wingo; David Collins, ferent colors in bloom at their
Bobby Crouch in charge, with
home, south of Dukedom, and
a large crowd attending.
ith and 16th as released by the until September 19, 1971; Paul Mae Ashlock, Water Valley;
Warren.
they are simply beautiful to
lepartment of Public Safety to Edward Madding, age 28. Clois Conners, Crutchfield; JesMrs. Henry Sergent is a
Would sure be nice to see a
see. The size of the blooms are
he Traffic Coordinating Cornpatient in Fulton Hospital.
few days of sunshine for a
Route 4, Clinton, driving while sie Legate, Dorothy Douglas, unbelievable.
nittee:
South Fulton; Elwanda Greer,
change. The rains are keeping
Our sympathy is extended to
We appreciated the picture
Granville Dallas Vincent, age intoxicated, license suspended Guinell Tucker, Martha Taythe farmers out of the bean
Mrs. Alf Cunningham in the and accomplishment of Roger
• Route 2, Dukedom, failure until February 19, 1971; Henry lor, Fulton.
fields and the beans look like
death of her brother, Powell
o attend clinic, suspension in- Jones, age 59, Route 4, HickHastings in the paper, as a
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Dalton they are ready for harvesting.
Stover of Ethridge, Tenn.
lefinite; James Holifield, age man, driving while intoxicated,
FULTON HOSPITAL
member of the FFA land judg- were in Memphis Wednesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett WilBurial was last Thursday.
52, Fulton, driving while under license suspended until FebruMrs. Zettie Reilley, Miss
ing team, who were district visiting Thomas Dalton, who liams enjoyed supper and
uspension, license suspended ary 28, 1971;
Walter Williams fell at his winners and will compete in was in the Veterans Hospital
Clara Williams, Water Valley;
:ntil March 28, 1971; Leslie
home, injuring his back, which the state later on. Always there.
Jerry Dean Nall, age 17, Chap Johnson, Ona Williams,
'oleman Hopper, age 45, 701
Mrs. Essie Davis has return.
Mrs. Verley Blalock, Duke- is keeping him on the bed most proud of our young folks exWells Av., Fulton, driving while Route 1, Hickman, driving
,rd to her home in Memphis,
of
the time.
dom; Elizabeth Mitchell, Leoncelling.
ntoxicated, license suspended while intoxicated, license suafter
spending a few days with
Barclay,
Clinton;
Harry
ard
Mrs. Charlie Blaylock was
A birthday party was given
.ntil February 17, 1971; Terry spended until March 19, 1971;
Martin;
Beatrice taken to Fulton Hospital Sun- in the home of Mr. and Mrs. her sister, Mrs. Effie Croft.
Bushart,
FOR SALE: Washed deep
.Vayne Morrow, age 22, Route Jackie Gargus, age 22, Route
Beard, Elizabeth Bolin, Mrs. day. Tests are being made to Durell McCall Sunday afterMr. and Mrs. Joe Terrell mined 7 x 4 egg coal, also
I. Fulton, driving while in- 1, Water Valley, driving while
oil
Bondurant,
Lou
Mr.
Mrs.
and
visited
grandchildren
determine
with
noon
the
two
for
illness.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Billy treated No. 6 stoker coal, de:oxicated, license suspended intoxicated, license suspended
Norment,
Samanthie
James
Copeland
birth
same
the
share
who
after
church
last
until
February
house
Open
livered anywhere in Kentucky.
was held at the
17, 1971; Larry
Alta February 28, 1971;
Ray Richard, age 21, Route 1, Collins, Martha Gourley, Peck home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter date. Tracy Alford was four Sunday and found Billy doing Lester Engineering Company,
Paul Douglas Moore, age 21, Wingo, driving while intoxi- Ellegood, Teresa Perry, Miss Haase on Sunday, October 18, and Troy Weidenbach was fine after his operation.
formerly Stamper Coal ComRoute 4, Clinton, driving while icated, license suspended un- Velma Finch, Maurine Thomas, when friends came to enjoy a three. The house was decorated
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon pany, 501 West Broadway, by
Mike Poyner, Mary Murphy, bountiful dinner and their home in Hallowe'en tradition with are home, after
ntoxicated, license suspended til March 25, 1971.
spending a the railroad, Mayfield, Ky.
Bessie Allen, Lillian Halcolmb with them. A large table was pumpkins, treats, horns and few days in Memphis
where
Paul Butts, Eva Williams, Ed- filled with food and card
cake.
orange
match.
An
hats
to
Mrs.
Cannon was in the hostables
ward Benedict, Eula Nelson, set up, so that each guest could decorated with Halloween pital for a check-up.
Maggie Pickering, Bertie Bur- be seated to eat. All reported
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Tibbs, of
a candy, vied with the white
row, Fulton; Roland Ray, El- very enjoyable day. Mr.
and birthday cake, topped with Detroit, have returned home,
mer Linker, Karl Kimberlin, Mrs. Haase remodeled
the two candles, one a numeral after visiting with relatives
John Smith, James R. Pruett, former Dick Farmer
home at three, the other a four. The and friends here on their vacaMrs. Archlie Hornsby, South Dukedom and we
are glad to children enjoyed the afternoon holt
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
have them a part of the com- playing together and being reANDREWS
freshed with fruit punch, ice had open house on their Fifieth
munity.
SPOOK NIGHT
cream and cake. The following Wedding Anniversary SaturJewelry
Company
Mr. and Mrs. Bunts West- were present: Tanna and
Central Community Club of
day, with all their children
Clinton will sponsor a "Spook brook of Mayfield and daugh- Tracey Alford, Lisa and StephNight" at the Central Com- ters, Aline Briggs of Ohio, anie Watkins, Rhonda Hedge,
munity Center on Friday, Marjorie Gimmel of Paducah Sherrie Wiggins, Shane Roband Sarah Wilkins of Mayfield, erts, Susie and Tommie BarOctober 30 from 6:00 on.
made short visits to their fami- ham and Troy Weidenbach.
lies, Mrs. Delores Austin, Mr. Adults who enjoyed the occaand Mrs. Hillman Westbrook sion were Mr. and Mrs. Ray
WEATHER REPORT
and Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson Alford, Mr. and Mrs. Cleave
on Thursday.
Work, Charlie McCall, Kaye
(From current readings and
Elizabeth Darnell and Fran- Alford, Julia Barham, Judy
records of Jim Hale, South
cis Watkins fulfilled the obli- Roberts, Connie Wiggins, DeliFulton.)
gation of Dukedom Homemak- lah Hastings, Linda Hedge and
-ers in visiting Hillview Nursing Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall.
Date High Low
Home last Thursday.
Malcolm Alford has gone to a
OCTOBER 1970
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Loveall doctor in Paducah today far
21
70
42
0 are moving into their new treatment of an infected gum,
22
76
41
0 home at Martin. Mrs. Loveall which he has been suffering
23
76
52
0 is the former Barbara Ann with lately.
24
69
54
.2
Come over to the taste
73
25
53
0
of Ten High, a true
26
81
50
0 NOTEBOOK
Bourbon of Hiram
27
74
(Continued From Page One)
61
trace

Slate Releases Names Of
Persons Losing Licenses
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:

Join us
for a true
Bourbon
Walker character and
quality. Sip it slow and
easy. You'll be doubly
glad you joined us—
when you remember
Ten High's welcome
price!

Your best bourbon buy

watAreR).
TEN HIGH
STRAIGHT BOURBON
WHISKEY
wa

86 proof • Hiram Walker & Sons Inc Peoria, III

(Dial your lovin' phone calls
when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.)

visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
Newman Croft Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams awhile Friday
night.
Bobby Cannon visited with
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Adair Cannon, over the week
end.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Between Martin A Union City
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
OCTOBER 30 - 31
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:00

Witchcraft '70
(x)
— AND —
Desade
(It)
SUN. • MON. • TUES.
NOVEMBER 1 - 2 - 3
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:00

The Damned
(x)
— AND —
On Way To Crusades,
I Met A Girl Who
CLOSED WED. - THURS.
NOVEMBER 4 • 5

Tommy Jones Is Experienced
Tommy Jones Is Your Friend
Tommy Jones Knows Your
Problems

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

FIVE YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 1965
64
48
0
54
49
trace
68
42
0
57
34
0
65
28
0
73
35
0
72
34
0

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

NINE YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 1961
59
42
61
40
77
38
86
46
76
50
70
32
75
29

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Outsid
OIL

HOUSE

As L

$2.9!

HUNTINI
or PA
$4.99
One Inc

Mattress
$3.95

Railroad
CNN
Lake

—

Tuesci

Ma

Frida

-VOTE FOR-

a thing but make islands out of both communities to the benefit of no one, and neither
community.

TOMMY JONES

There has always been a rivalry between the two communities, in club work,in
school work, in government circles. But now
there is tremendous evidence that an invisble wall is growing taller, and taller between
the twin cities, that is going to be immensely
difficult to tear down,if and when some people sit down in serious contemplation to
realize that together we might achieve a
community goal of progress . . . that separately, neither of us are going to get anywhere . . . except to oblivion.
Think of it. We have separate industrial
parks, separate government projects, separate industrial committees, with each year
growing into another and still both communities are being left out of the industry locating process.
Let's not kid ourselves one living,
breathing bit. When an industrial nibble
comes to eitlier community, the representatives of that particular group can see the
evidence of non-cooperation, even non-courtesies between the two cities like a giant-sized wart right on the top of your nose.
Sometimes when I am called to talk
over one situation or another I am irritated
with the stupidity of it all. I listen to supposedly mature and sensible adults squabbling
over who's going to get credit for this project
or another, much like the school kid who
says "If I'm not made captain of the team,
you're not going to play with my football."
And in that vernacular I might say that
both communities are being kicked around
by two state governments as hopeless orphans of a never-never land that makes us illigitimates of both states.
Our situation in being a two-state community is not unlike all the other twin cities
in America. But we are unique in that we
have a reputation for friendliness, for real
southern hospitality, for being a vital and
vigorous community. And that's what makes
it hurt so bad when a hand full of people set
themselves up to outdo their friends and
neighbors.
The answer is a renewed effort at cooperation, at understanding of our unique
problems, to let one city know what the
other is doing in all phases of our development processes.
We go to church together, we eat together, we belong to the same clubs together.
Isn't it the better part of valor to build
two communities as one, for it is written that
in unity there is strength.
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Teenage syphilis and gonorrhea are the biggest
things to hit the suburbs since crabgrass.
F470
Nice kids aren't supposed to
get venereal disease.
But they do.
In growing numbers.
Last year 300,000 nice kids
reported cases of syphilis and
gonorrhea.
And there were probably
three times that number of
teenage cases unreported or
unnoticed.
Because V.D.'s biggest ally
Is Ignorance.
Kids today probably know just
es much about venereal disease as
their parents.
And that's not very much.
Some people still believe that
V.D. is caught from toilet seats.
Or dirty door knobs.
Or through the air.

The fact is, it spreads almost
exclusively through sexual contact.
And it continues like a chain
reaction.
One good looking high school
junior from a nice family was the
first link in a chain of 198 people.
Once a case of venereal disease
Is detected it can be cured with
appropriate medication..
But left untreated, V.D. can
cause blindness.
Sterility.
Even death.
The greatest danger is to
those who get it but don't know it.
Because the sore or rash that

4

signals an infection may go away
without being treated.
But the disease doesn't.
It stays in the body to
reappear in a more severe form.
Often years later.
There are some things kids
and parents can do about V.D.
before it does something about
them.
Learn about venereal disease.
If V.D. is suspected don't take
chances. Talk toe dodos.
Immediately.
Diagnosis and treatment are
simple and painless.
Venereal disease is not.
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The statue of the late Rep.
Robert A. 'Fats' Everett has
arrived in union City and will
be unveiled In place on the courthouse lawn Nov.Ii, Veterans Day,
according to Mayor Charles H.
4'Red' Adams.
The huge, life-sited statue
was sculpted la Barre,Vt., where
It even attracted the attention
of Vermont Gov. Deane C., Davis.
Mayor Adams said Gov. Davis
was visiting in Barre, glanced
at the almost complete statue
and exclaimed:"My gosh, that's
Fats Everett!"
"The governor had met Fats
In Washington and, like everyone

else who met Fats, he remembered him,” Mayor Adams
explained.
Mayor Adams visited Barre
earlier this month tomake a final
inspection of the statue which was
created by sculptor Franco Mar-

THE NEWS =

FULTON. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1970

The statue was paid for by
the Robert A. 'Fats' Everett
Memorial Foundation which conducted a fund campaign last year.
The remainder of the money raised will be used to provide nursing scholarships at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Planning is continuing for the
unveiling ceremonies which will
be attended by a number of congressmen and other friends of
Mr. Everett, who died in January of 1969. Gov. Ellington also has accepted an invitation and
will attend if his health permits, Maydr Adams said.
A parade, being arranged by
the Union City Jaycees, will be
staged at 10 that morning. The
unveiling is planned for 11 a.m.
and tickets for a barbecue lunch
at noon are being sold by the
American Legion posts in the
Eighth District which Mr.Everett
served as congressman for 11
years.

Of interest to Homemakers

New Poverty War
Program Offered

Possum Wins
Clemency

RALEIGH, N.C.
Sloss
Poke the 'possum has been
spared from becoming a delicaEfforts are under way to establish a new War on Poverty
cy for Gov. Bob Scott.
program in the Purchase Area, but whether such a
program will
Slow Poke, who won a possum
Outside White
be able to get off the ground will depend on several
factors.
beauty contest, had been preSuch a program would be a successor to the defunt
OIL BASE
Pur- sented for the governor's table,
chase Area Economic Opportun.
but hundreds of persons asked
ity Council which ceased opera- state the 0E0 has suffered
a for executive clemency.
tions in June after federal fund- 9.6 per cent cutback this
year
So the possum has been sent
As Low As
ing was cut off,
in federal funding and the cut- to a state park.
Lynn Frazer, state Office of back could carry into the next
Economic Opportunity director, fiscal year.
said he has submitted a "tentsThe big question Frazer is
tive proposal of organizational facing at this moment is
whethstructure" to the regional 0E0 er there will be funds available
office in Atlanta for the estab- to operate beyond the $177,000
lishment of an anti-poverty pro- which has been made available
gram in McCracken, Marshall, for the 1971 fiscal year to start
Graves and Calloway counties,
a new program and pay all outThe state director declined to standing debts by the PAEOC.
discuss specific points of his proAt one time in August. Fra14-oz. Aerosol
One Inch Foam
HELENA, Mont.
posal other than to say it had zer had a "continuing commitPoReg. $1.79
lice were removing 33 illegal
been written after conferring ment" from the regional 0E0
slot machines from a shop and
several weeks ago with local office for funding in the 1972
loading them onto trucks, Police
City and county officials,
fiscal year.
Chief Jack Williams said, when
"It has been written in such
"It would be senseless to start
an unidentified woman stopped
a way to make it as easy as a program knowing that it will
and played a quarter machine.
possible for Atlanta to say yes," not last beyond a I2-month perShe was advised to leave, Wilthe state director said, adding iod because of funding," Frazer
20-oz. Lotion
liams said.
that he should have a decision said. "That would do nothing
Reg. $2.00
The incident occurred on
on whether the plan will be ac. but tear down hopes of the poor
Helena's main street, Last
people
once again."
cepted in about two weeks.
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.
Chance Gulch.
If approval of the new proEven if the plan is acceptable
gram comes from the regional
to the regional office, there are
office along with some type of
other obstacles facing the reviv- assurance of future funding,
the
ing of an anti-poverty program, next step will be to move imAnti-Perspirant
mediately to organize the proFrazer said, including:
8.3-oz. Aerosol
- Now Enlarged
gram
locally,
the
state
director
-The question of whether the
Reg. $1.69
said.
0E0 will be able to fund the orFrazer
said
he
also
is
faced
ganization after the present alwith the task of developing a
locations have been used.
`INSPECTS STATUE - Union City Mayor
5 PM to 12 Midnight
here are (from left, front) Mayor Adams,
program and organizational
-The problem of coming up
Charles 'Red' Adams was in Barre, Vt.,
John Mattson, co-owner of the Chloldi Granstructure that will be acceptwith a structure which will be
earlier this month to inspect the completed
ite Corporation of 'Sarre, (from left, back)
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
able to the local leaders.
statue of the late Rep. Robert A. Everett
acceptable to the local city and
.1franco Marchini, the sculptor, and Howard
Shampoo
which will be unveiled
Rock, co-owner of the I3arre corporation.
Nov. II. Shown "
county officials in the four counMaggie Lee and the Percussions
7-ox; Raw $1.59
Fulton Woman Will
ties affected.
Friday and Saturday-The Gems
The state iirector said he has
Mark 100th Birthday
set a Dec. 1 deadline for comFULTON, Ky. - Mrs. Irene
mitting the $177,000 set aside for
Boaz will observe her 100th
a new War on Poverty in the
birthday on Wednesday, Oct. 28
four-county area.
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.-The
Erickson, a 170-lb. senior tailat Haws Nursing Home in FulSouth Fulton, Tenn.
the end zone from two yards out
Fulton City Bulldogs, led by the back
If nothing has developed by
ton, where she is a patient.
opened the scoring for the in the second period,
Reg. $2.25
For reservations call 901-479-1321 after 5 PM. running of Steve Erickson, rolled
and Myers that time toward the establishThough not a member, "Miss
Bulldogs in the opening stanza added the extra point.
ment of a new program, then
to their sixth victory in eight with a
Irene" was one of the most faiththree-yard run for a TO.
games with a 40-0 whitewash of James
Erickson increased the Fulton Frazer said he will turn to oth- ful workers
Myers kicked the extra
for many years at
the host South Fulton Red Devils point.
City lead to 20-0 in the third er areas to spend the money First United
Methodist Church
quarter on a five-yard TD run. presently being held.
Friday night.
in Fulton, which is also observCharles Whitnel plunged into
Frazer noted that across the ing its centennial this
Marvin Green scored on a oneyear.
yard run, and Whitnel passed to
Baby Shampoo
Ricky Roberts for the two-point
12,/zaz. Family Size
conversion. Erickson had his
Reg. $1.19
third touchdown run of the night
with a seven-yard run.
Hoyt Moore took a 67-yard pass
Applications for the Alma "Rues and Wait mangings oy
Lesch creative stitchery work- American Craftsmen." She is a from Whitnel in the final period
to give the Bulldogs their winIf you have not signed up for water, you can do shop on Nov. 7 should be re- native of McCracken County.
ning advantage of 40 points.
ceived by Nov. 4 according to
Hair Spray
The Nature Museum of the
so until November 15, 1970, for $100.00. After
Fulton City collected 235 yards
Miss Mary Yeiser, head of the
13-oz. Rag. 99c
Bernheim Foundation rushing and 122 yards passing
November 15, cost will be $150.00: after con- Paducah Community College Isaac W.
in Clermont is furnished with for a total of 357 yards. The Red
tractor leaves, cost will be $250.00. All mem- Art Division.
block-printed draperies by Miss Devils amassed 60 yards on the
The Saturday sessions will be Lesch.
bers urged to sign up NOW to avoid additional
ground and 10 yards through the
1
held
in
Room
of
the
112
Science
In the Liberty National Bank air for 70 total yards.
cost.
Building from 9 to 4.
of Louisville is a wall hanging
Our Lounge Room Opens Ai 5:00 P. M.
FUltois CRY
7 7 620.-40
A telephone call to the Fine done by Miss Lesch in a com- South Fulton
0 00 0- 0
Arts division office will be suf- bination of weaving, knitting, FC - Steve Erickson. 3-rum
James
Wren kick.
Lake St.
ficient fot enrollment. The num- and stitchery.
Fulton
FC - Charles Whitnel, 2-run: Myers
ber is 442-6131, Ext. 25.
The First National Bank of kick.
FC - Erickson. 5-rum; run failed.
Miss Lesch is world-famous Louisville owns a 9x15-foot fabFC - Marvin Green. I.run; Whitnel
PIM to Ricky Roberta.
as an artist in stitchery and tex- ric collage by her.
FC - Erickson. 7-run, kick failed.
tile design. She has won more
After attending Murray Slate
FC - Hoyt Moore. 67-0ass from
than 50 state and regional and the University of Louisville, Whitnelt kick failed
awards for her work and has Miss Lesch became an instrucexhibited widely in juried ex- tor in design at the Louisville
hibitions. A top award was the Art Center School.
Her teaching career has inBest of Show award in the Piedcluded service at the Haystack
mont Craft Exhibition in 1967.
OF
Miss Lesch is featured in Nik Mountain School of Crafts in
The University of TenSOUTH FU LTO N
Krevitsky's "Stitchery: Art and Maine as well as workshops in nessee's statewide fall enrollCraft" and In Dona Neilach's the Memphis Academy of Arts ment is 38,300, UT President Edward J. Boling told the UT board
and the Philadelphia College of of
trustees in Knoxville today.
Textiles and Sciences.
The figure includes the Martin campus which has enrolled
CHURCH TOTAL TOO HIGH
4,622, an increase of 425 over
YOURSELF TO OUR EVERYDAY
AUCKLAND, N.Z.-Of the 33 the same period last year.
Sat, Oct. 31,1970 10:00 a. m.
The state total is about 1,000
Anglica,n churches in this city,
LOW PRICES ON
At the Tom Call Farm, Hwy 12
are no longer needed and may hieher than earlier predictions.
89 North at Dresden City
UT
officials has estimated the
have to be closed, the executive
fall enrollment
limits. Selling because of
officers of the Auckland Dio- about 37,400 would level off at
- 1,800 more than
other business interest.
the previous year's total.
1-801 Ford Tractor (good cese report.
condition), 1-20 Ferguson
Tractor (good condition). 1
Ford Disc Harrow (like
new), 1-3x12 Ford Plows,
1-Ford Rear Mt. Ford
Blade, 1-Rear Mt. Ford
Post Hole Digger, 1-2 Row
Ford Cultivator, 1-2 Wheel
Trailer, 1-Ford Mower, 1-Sold Exclusively at ANTHONY'S
Lift Pole (3 pt. hitch), 1-2
Bottom John Deere Plow
changed to 3 pt. Hitch.
HOGS-6 Sows and Pigs
WIGS ARE OUR BUSINESS
with 2 to 3 week old pigs,
6 Bred Sows, 32 Feeder
OUR ONLY BUSINESS
Shoats from 75 to 100 lbs.
All these sows are cross
bred to 'Hampshire Boar
ANTHONY'S WILL CLEAN AND RE-STYLE
MISC.-1-2000 lb cast bottom round feeder, 1-12 hole
YOUR WIG FOR '39
creep feeder, 1-50 lb. feeder. Many items to numerous
to mention.
517 VANCIL ST.
For further information
contact To
Call or the
So. Fulton, lino
Auctioneer.
m Call
nLICENSED DT TENN. STATE WARD OF COSMETOLOGY.
er, Dresden Tenn.
. 364TUIDI AT YELLOW BLINKER LIGHT AT PARK TERRACE MOTEL IN SO. FULTON
South Fulton
2584 or Co
Ainley,
COME 3 BLOCKS ON MkKINNEY ROAD. CORNER mouse ow PIONT.
Auctioneer
NEW HOURS. OPEN ISO AM TO 6.00 PM MON THOM SAT
No.
6.
DukeNJ
Salty
J.
Baku,
Owner
& Mgr.
dom, Tenn
.
AFTER &OW PM BY APPOINTMENT PHONE 1101-479-1/0S

HOUSE PAINT
$2.99 gal.

HUNTING COATS
or PANTS
$4.99 each

SUPER SAVINGS
At Evans Drug
7.- limnLYSOL

Last Chance

Mattress Toppers
$3.95 each

$1.23

JERGENS

Railroad Salvage
Conway

$1.39

DIAL

CELLAR LOUNGE

id

our

Monday Thru Saturday

89c
PROTEIN 21
99c

Bulldogs Blank Red Devils

PARK TERRACE

BRECK BASIC
$1.49

TO:-POTENTIAL SOUTHWEST KY.
WATER DISTRICT CUSTOMERS

JOHNSON'S

Stitchery Workshop
Applications Wanted

$1.19
.......
SUAVE

ALL BEEF

RAY'S HAVIfini 25C

55c

Fried Chicken - Pizza - Thick Shakes

Sunday Open 5 p. at. To 8p. at. 479-9082

EVANS DRUG CO.

Don't Be

TRICKED
Jul

TREAT

Now Until After CHRISTMAS-With Purchase of An Wi

PUBLIC SALE

-FOR-1-SALE

1.- Belinda Fashion Wig
2.- Anthony's $1.50 Size Wig Spray
3.-Regular $1.00 Styling Head
4.-Wig Care Instructions
5.-Free styling by licensed beautician

SPORTSWEAR

COMPARE!

st

y go away

isn't.
to
ere form.

lgs kids
out V.D.
ig about

al disease.
don't take
ot.

hrnent ere
not.

$20 Values
$10 Values

Our Beg. Price:
$10 to $15
$ 5 to $ 8

$8 Values

$ 3 to $ 4

6-PAK BEER. . . 95c
FULL CASE . . $3.70
CIGARETTES . $2.75 Cm.'

Belinda

All For

Tax Included

CLOTHESLINE

Re-Style $2-00

Southern Village
Shopping Center

BUCK'S DRIVE -III
4th & Depot

_p...41

•

Fulton

ANTHONY'S WIGS

1
SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO BARGAIN
Can be seen locally. Will trans,
fer to responsible party. Cash
or liberal terms. Write Credit
Manager, P. O. Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana 46176.
•

Postal Deadlines Set
For Christmas Mail

DRIVERS NEEDED

CLASSIFIED ADS

Train now to drive semi
truck, local and over the road.
Diesel or gas: experience helpful but not necessary. You can
So MUCH,. .
earn over 64.00 per hour after
The U.S. Postal Department'Nov. 20 and for parcels shipped
for so LITTLE... short training. For interview has established deadlines for the parcel
airlift Nov. 27. Armed
and application, call 615-242**********
mailing of Christmas cards and forces and overseas airmail
3439, or write Safety Dept.,
deadlines are Dec. 11 for both
United Systems, Inc., Terminal packages.
Only 5C per word
MOBILE HOME SALES
Mail for armed forces and parcels and greeting cards.
Bldg., 4040 Arlington Avenue,
to reach
Nashville, Tennessee, 37210.
overseas is required somewhat Domestic mail deadlines Inearlier than other categories if clude Dec. 1 for parcels and
6,500 Homes !
sent by surface mail. The dead- Dec. 10 for greeting cards to disline for surface mail parcels is tant states. These deadlines are
FOR SALE: 48-ounce jars of
Nov. 6 and greeting cards is extended to Dec. 10 and Dec. 15
Honey for only $1.00 at 311
Nov. 12. The space available for mail to local and nearby
Holmes Street in South Fulton.
mail for parcels deadline is states.
Surface mailing of parcels and
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
cards to 'Alaska and Hawaii is
COOK WANTED: Morning A construction
program costing
p.
m.
2:00
deadlined at Nov. 30 and Dec.
shift-6:000 a. m. to
in excess of $100 million is
Truck Stop at Sharon, Tennes- planned for the state by South
4 respectively. Airmail to
see. Top wages. Call 472-3490. Central Bell Telephone Co. the
Open 7 Days A Week
Alaska and Hawaii for both parcompany's vice president of
cels and cards are required to
— Bank Rate Financing
'RENT Wheelchairs, crutches operations in
Tennessee said
be sent by Dec. 14.
and other convalescent aids at here.
& MINOR, TOO The following is the deadline
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
V. E. New, the company's
Ii cORDCli M QUARNSTROM schedule for international mail
St
Fulton, Ky
vice president of operations In
MOBILE HOME SALES
with deadlines listed for surface
Tennessee, said the program is
2087 East Reelfoot Avenue
FOR SALE — The home part of an improvement plan
parcels, air parcels, and greetplace
of
Mr.
the
and
late
Mrs.
by the American Telephone and
PORT-AU-PRINCE: Public ing cards in order for each mailUNION CITY, TENNESSEE
T. A. McClellan consisting of Telegraph Co. to sell $500 mil- transport in Haiti is something ing
area:
Phone 88S-61151
WA acres, 60 of it tillable. A lion of debt securities for Im- !,ou hase to see to belies& Canada
and Mexico, Dec. 4,
six room house and bath, provement and expansion of
here arc gaily decorated Dec. 16, Dec. 9; South and Cen1
conveniences, good Bell Systems Communications. mini-buses. called camionettes.
(Mina IN modern
tial America, Nov. 13, Dec. 14,
"South Central will offer $150
THE AIRI barn and good well. Located
which remind the yisitor of the
11
/
2 miles north of Cayce on million in bonds next month to Manila jeepneys. And there are Nov. 18; Europe, Nov. 13, Dec.
finance expansion and improve14, Nov. 18; Attica, Nov. 2, Dec.
Moscow and Cayce Road. For ment of our
system and over yanous other types of trans- 10, Nov. 6; Near East, Nov.
2,
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
further information see or call $100 million will go to
Ten. portation, including the tapMrs. Margaret Wade, Fulton, nessee," New said.
C OCTOBER 29 - 30 - 31
taps, which are long haul truck, Dec. 10, Nov. 6; Far East, Oct.
Ky., Route 4. Phone 838-6675,
He also said the additional with seats—and with such loads 16, Dec. 10, Oct. 21.
or G. W. McClellan, Crutch- funds will be used primarily on top sou wonder how they
field, Ky.. Route l, Phone 653- 'to eliminate eight party lines ever make it up and down the tog clumsily from side to side
in rural areas.
6670, Co-Administrators.
twisting mountain and rural
• ••
roads.
And they all add to the colorN11NOR NOTES: The guy
ful Haitian scene. And they all who can't run his own home
could gain much be following has a firm idea about how to
some of the precepts taught run foreign affairs
hold your
back home by the Allstate safe- head up high these days. and
ty experts!
you're apt to run into polluted
air.
The camionettes accommo—Brent Stark.
date up to a dozen passengers
•••
along with whatever chickens
ELKE
cu.
Remember back when: All
and Yegetables are destined for
SOMMER
\
the kids walked to school, or
market. They're 10 cents from
rode their bikes ....the best
GARY
Port-au-Prince to the suburban
basketball scorer used the twoLOCKWOOD gliL
foothill town of Petionville, but
handed
shot ...."Studs Lonidelivery there is "on the
SUN. - MON. - TUE.• WED.
square. — Guests at hotels must gan" was considered a scandaNOVEMBER 1 3. I • 4
lous book? — Wilfred Reiner.
either hike, find a publique, or
• ••
hire a taxi.(On the other hand.

(nzikshirr Inart

—Better Homes
— Better Prices
— Better Service
Tiqn

South Central
Plans Major
Improvements

MAJOR
POINTS

1.1tarr

v7
THE
GREAT BANE
11011BEIV0

WANTED: MILO
TOP PRICES PAID

THEY
113
ROB IAS VEGAS

Phone (day) 653-2391 or 653-2301
Nights, Call:
Thomas Harper, 653-6592, or

MIRED
1111T11(1106
r
o MAIP,

taxis have no qualms at charging $3 apiece for the inter-city.
ride.)
More adYenturous souls will
try a tap-tap, brightly painted
and bearing religious names and
mottoes such as "Holy Heaven", "Mon Dieu", or "Pray
For Me."
And, Mon Dieu, you can
figure out why the driver needs
prayers as that behemoth hurtles around mountain curses with
its human and animal cargo slid-

Philip Tarver, 653-6847

— PLUS —

liEVIAINDA

PRODUCERS FARM CENTER
Clinton, Ky.

IN C0.04

George C. Scott
.arry Sullivan .jts

NO SPOON'. LOWER PRICES
HOME FREEZERS
12 - CUBIC FOOT UPRIGHT
12 - CUBIC FOOT CHEST

$199.95
$209.95

9 x 12
Nylon

'Ce4}

3 1/2 - Horsepower
19 - Inch Cut

Electric Range
$162.50

Braided Rug .r„ Lawn
Mower
Pre-Season Price
$42.50
$48.88
64)
41446
*74_4"d7
Maple
1650 Wait
Sofa and 2Ta
Bunk Beds
Electric Heater
Reclining Chairs
Complete with Mattress'.
$16.95
$189.95
$88.88
€6
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Highway
Projects
Are Told
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
McCracken, Crittenden a n cl
Hickman counties will receive
additional road improvement
projects to their 1970-71 Rural
Secondary Programs.
Highway Commissioner B. E.
King announced the proposed
improvements here today.
In McCracken County, bridges a r e to be constructed on
Meredith Road over a stream .8
miles north of Ky. 305, on Metcalfe Road over a stream .7
mile northeast of George Grief
Road, on Cunningham Road
over a creek .9 mile' north of
Ky. 358, and on Gum Springs

Page 2

WANTED!

road .5 mile east of Ky. 1322.
Crittenden County will receive
blacktopping of 1.8 miles of
Enon Church Road.
Bituminous resur facing is
scheduled for Hickman County
on a .25-mile section of Wiley
Street in Moscow, a .7-mile section of Deweese Street and 2.25
miles of varied streets in Clinton.
Hickman also will receive a
bridge on the Clinton-OaktonHailwell Road. Preliminary engineering and planning for the
bridge and approaches have
been approved.
Rural secondary projects are
financed by two cents of the
seven-cents-per-gallon motor
fuel tax.

COMPLETE

Cars With Square Tires

..sP 15L
An0

f

TIRES TRUED i

1

Wheels Balanced i
s
z
WHEELS ALIGNED(

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
S. Fulton - Pb. 479-2741

SELECTION

EC

FROSTY

AT
THE

UNION CITY

In Technicolor I

SC

Girls
HILTED
NYLON
JACKETS

Girls
JACKETS
Reg. $6 Values
While They Last
Sizes S. M -L

Girls Flannel
GOWNS and
PAJAMAS

Turn - Table
CANISTERS

Sizes 4 to 12

Assorted Colors

Regular 79c!
EOM Special!

$1.00

$2.88 set

49c

Remember "Herbie"
You'll Love It!
Walt Disney's

Ladies
PONCHOS

"Love Bug"
Mon. - Tue.. Wed.

Reg. $6. Values
Assorted Styles
And Colors
ONLY

4- Great Days!

,A COCKEYED
ASTERPIECEr

$2.50 and
$4.00

—Joseph k4o,1eostero. Newsweek

7- PIECE MAPLE DINING ROOM . . $166.00
66*ow 6464064160051110 4Ofloffie€44 4Ota

Stearilite

81 - Inch Wide
SHEETING

Easy
Terms
Free
Delivery

$119.95

WADE'
ir,i6xitMe

TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE'

4724111

4 Lake Bt.

uot.

Fulton, Ky,

•

2o,
.1.4toe*.

An Ingo Preminger Production
Color by Deluxe*
Panavisionv

.40,i/.

Ladies
WHITE
UNIFORMS
Sizes 14 to 20%
Reg. $9 Values
Your Choice

$5.00

GIRLS FALL SHOES
For Dress or School
Reg. To $2.00
$1.26

P. N. HIRSCH 8, CO.
Elessatinay
Isola Men

CA1

CI

ONE LOT1

61,0

. .

Cl
HUNT'S

INS

3-PIECE BED ROOM SUITE

MARTE

'WET - LOOIC"

$1.00

— P-L-U-S —

Seas.

Iv

MEI

Driving to Mexico? It is wise
to get your Mexican insurance
at the border, the Allstate
Motor Club advises, since
you'll need protection? via a
Mexican company. You can get
advice at border cities in the
U.S., where the Motor Club
has representatives.

"Jungle Book"

FRI

COLONY SHOP

ARMO'

MERELY MUSING: Middle
Age is when your children no
longer arc ashamed of you and
you no longer arc so afraid
they'll wind up in jail ....love
is what two people feel for each
other because they're both careful not to say what they feel
like, ‘saying to each other.
Al Musser.
•••

Wali Disney's
"JUNGLE BOOK"

For

YARNS

GETTING OLDER: If you
remember Palmer penmanship..
.. penny jawbreakers .... men's
bathing suits with tops.... going to the movies twice a week
....and when a I5-cent tip was
generous, instead of an insult!
•••

Now Showing Thru
Saturday! (G)
Double Feature
Treat!

State Health
ham McElwai
organization
partment Frid
the head of e
to deputy con
Ralph Picks
Division
of
Health since
deputy comm
ronment.
No one has I
two other dep
posts created '
tion.

AND

Bands To
Compete At
Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Twenty-four high school marching bands from four states will
be in Mayfield Saturday for the
annual Mayfield Kiwanis
Marching Band Festival.
Bands from Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, and Alabama
will compete for musicianship
and marching honors. A parade
will be held in downtown Mayfield starting at 3 p.m. Saturday and competition in the contest will begin at Memorial
Stadium at 6:45 p.m.

Heal
Ratj

OF NEEDLEPOINT DESIGNS

FULTON ,
'

Magic Chef
36 - Inch

Fulton, Ky.

Open MO Is 11:111 Men.•
StIS to 9:1111 PH. • Est

SWEET

CHICK
24
DIAMO1

FO
DERBY

YAWL
***a
IVORI
22-os.
With $f-

Product
(Coupm

41,0111

TED!
Square Thus

TRUED
Balanced
AUG

ire Co.

Late Line
Ph. 479-2741

Health Department Reorganized;
Ralph Pickard Gets Promotion
State Health Commissioner William McElwain announced a reorganization of the Health Department Friday which elevated
the head of environment health
to deputy commissioner status.
Ralph Pickard, director of the
Division
of
Environmental
Health since 1959, was made
deputy commissioner for environment.
No one has been named to the
two other deputy commissioner
poets created by the reorganization.

McElwain said that Pickard,
in his new position, now would
take a more active ro!e in the
department's policy decisions on
environmental matters.
"This will change his emphasis from day-to-day operational
activities
of environmental
health programs to one of concern with the policy determinations of the state Health Department towards the environment,"
McElwain said.
Pickard, a Mayfield native,
who lives in Louisville, will

Ruling Expected
State Insurance Commissioner
Robert Preston is expected to
rule within 30 days on a request by the Kentucky Inspection Bureau for an increase in
its fire coverage rates.
In a hearing Wednesday, the
bureau asked an average increase of 13 per cent for dwellings and 1L5 per cent for nondwellings.
The bureau, which represents
270 insurance companies in Kentucky, also sought an average
'increase of 12 per cent for extended coverage endorsements
for damage caused by wind,
hail, riot, explosion or from an
aircraft or vehicle.

continue to serve as exPeutive
director of the Water Pollution
Control Commission and as exc.
cutive secretary of the Air Pol
lution Commission.
The reorganization will place
greater emphasis on improving
and maintaining the environment, McElwain commented.
"The more visibility and the
more importance given to an activity," he explained, "the more
they should be able to accomplish. They'll play a more -Igorous role."

Fulton, Ky.

Choral Festival
Planned For MSU

About 320 of the best choral students from 73 tigh schools in
four states will sItig Haydn's
"Theresa Mass" at the 23rd annual Quad-State Choral Festival at Murray State University
Nov. 2.
A public concert, which will
be broadcast and recorded, is
scheduled for 7 p.m. in the ballroom of the Waterfield Student
Union Building on the campus
following a day of rehearsals.
To be directed by Robert
Baar, associate professor of

_

Now is the time to
cover Win ows Doors, orates & Breezeways

music at Murray State, the choral event Is the second of three
music festivals which have been
held each year at the university
since 1947.
Soloists for the choral festival
are: Mrs. Anna Keith, soprano,
choral director at Mayfield High
School; Miss Elizabeth Newnan, assistant professor of voice
at Murray State; Sam Coryell,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.; and Carl
Rogers, associate professor of
voice at Murray State.

FOR WINTER-ION. PROTECTION
'Lao
afil*Crystil-Clear, Flixt

FLEX-O-GLASS

Goe.
far stro ger than polyethylene—
It's the onlyiplastic window material

GUARA TEED
2 l'ULLY
Rs
At Hardwa

Warp Bros. Chicago 60651
Pi
in Plastics Since 1924

Lumber Dealers Everywhere

_.

South Fallon
Tennessee

C

C

push'

ONLYAiso36c;
%, foolg.
4 If widths

For Your Shopping ConvenienceOPEN SUNDAY - 9-7

You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY
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fejte
ly

The Prices In This Ad Good From Wednesday
8:00.A. M.Till 8:00 P.M.Tuesday
(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES)

;Gei
r
S

25
EGGS
FRYERS
BACON
TOMATOES
,
NKs
490
69 F'
FRIES
c
CN
STYLE:,-.RO
39
3901)
OR 2
49
mEAT 2CANS
sAusAGE
Pork CutletsLB.690 BACON
,
i
ip
49,c1B , coN
59
SOP
43%.NEcKgoNEsLB25
Cake Mix
.
L
4
sipoRK
cocKT AFRUIT
F
c
u
T
a
r
i
F
59
CHOPS
ciasu 3 q mEAL
490 RiBs
90Pork Steak LB.69
3%
IC
JOWL
3

GRADE "A"

FROSTY ACRES Fa ..:,-: CH

WITHMED.DOZ.

COUNTRY SKILLET

COUPON

$1

MISS LIBERTY

STAT... .I I::I 303 SIZE

24 oz.
bag..

WHOLE
LB.

tilNG

11
F )a.$

BAGS$11

car fON

I.B

12i.

2•:& oz.

LIQUID wBoitthi;.00 Orier
R
& COUPON BELOW
2F0
EXCLUDING MILK & TOB

ARMOUR'S POTTED MEAT

ARMOUR

AST
LB.

$

4 oz.

(
el

or'

rs

hies
Last

[- L

b

;pedal!

)c

OT/

SACRAMENTO

rakes

toice

10

C
3
1

LB.

DIXIE LILY

I. HE.ori LE AN

SMALL, PORK

for

t5
algb.

LB.

sl

KELLY'S

—

SLICED SMOKED

300
cans

with beans

BREAST
T

LB.

KRAFT
INDIVIDUALLY
WRAPP .]D
12 oz.
sliced

DEL MONTE
CHUNK STYLE

wow
SWEET SUE

FOIL

DIAMOND BRAND WRAP
12 by 25 size

DERBY

— (In Glass)

,
303

25 IL $1.89

c JELLY
OSAGE 294n. CANS

TAMALE 3 Cans for $1.00 PEACHES

3 For 89c

— LIBERTY COUPON —
IVORY

um

2For 3k

22-os.
With $5.00 order. Excluding Milk and Tob.
Products. Good 10-29-70 Thru-11-3-70
(Coupon Save 83c)

79t
POT A TOE
3
PPLES

LIVER

Lb. 89c

GIZZARDS

Lb. 39c

Lb. 59c

Yellow
Solids

5
59
190
lbs.

$1

RED ALE, PURPOSE

10 LB. BAG

DELICIOUS AND
RED DELICIOUS

A

3Count

lb.

FANCY CRISP

GLAD GARBAGE

STALK190

49c

— LIBERTY COUPON —

— LIBERTY COUPON —

3 Dozens $1.00

With this coupon. (Limit "3" Dozen)
Good 10-29-70 'Thru 11-3-70
(Coupon Save 170

•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••

— LIBERTY COUPON —

29c

VIVA TOWELS

GRADE "A" MEDIUM

EGGS

Lb. 29c

59c

OLEO

MY—T--FINE
10
3 1/2 ob.

FOR $1

BAGS

WINGS

FANCY GOLDEN

18 oz.

—

Lb. 59c

FAB

YAMS 3 For ____ $1.00

KRAFT'S GRAPE

FRYER PARTS

GIANT 8:Z E

SHOW BOAT

BAKE - MASTER

nous

Chief
Chum
16 oz.
10 can

Lilly
Pink
16 oz.
can
•

3
9
°

CHICKEN & DUMPLINGS
24-oz. ____ 49c

LEGS

SALMON PUDDING
196 69

TUNA CHEESE

as

INS
o20%

it FRESH

l 'r-l•

p 20 oz.

sr 79c!

"A" GRADE

LB.

G1
2

'

HUNT'S

Wide
TING

CHICKASAW
SLICED RINDLESS

BAH:
,

TURN02,-.- ASSORTED FLAVORS

BOXES

WHOLE
OR
HALF
LB.

FOR

LIFEBUOY
BATH
SIZE
WITH COUPON BELOW

MARTHA WHITE

SLAB

FRESH & LEAN

JUMBO-ROLL
SAVE 12c
WITH THIS COUPON
Good 10 - 29 -70

BATH SIZE LIFE BOUY

SOAP
Thru 11- 3 - 70

••••••••••••••••••

4 Bars 49c

WITH COUPON
With $5.00 Purchase. Excluding Milk & Tob.
Good 10 - 29 - 70 Thru 11 - 3- 70
Save 43c
•••••••••••&.•.......

Fulton, Ky.
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NOW...Magnavox brings you an entirely new
and magnificent look in Color Television!

Beauty Cr
Is Captun
By Load

TAC

NEW TOTAL AUTOMATIC
a Color TV
COLOR SYSTEM makes Magnavox
tones natural—pictures

Miss Jackie Holl
lag Miss °Won
who also was norm
goo County Elect!
title, Tuesday nigh
Miss Tennessee
the annual meeting
messes Electric
association in Nast
Miss Rollie, dr
and Mrs. R.R. Ht

with a built-in memory! TAC keeps flesh
sharp—automatically! There's no more jumping up to adjust
controls—, no more unsightly green or purple faces! If you switch
channels, or if the scene changes—Magnavox TAC always
remembers to give you a perfectly-tuned picture with the right
colors—on every channel, every time! Magnavox Total Automatic Color—set it once, then forget it! It's that simple!

NEW ULTRA-RECTANGULAR
corners that give you
SCREENS —with newseesquare
all of the picture! And—their
more viewing area. You now
new flat surface gives you far clearer and sharper pictures—with
far less glare than ever before possible!

NEW ULTRA-BRIGHT PICTURE
life-like realism never before
TUBES —bring you fabulous
tubes. You'll enjoy the brightest,

JACKIE ROL

3, Union City, vi
Tennessee at the k
Electric Cooperal
tion meeUng in Da
February, compe

achieved by conventional
sharpest pictures you've ever seen. Magnavox TV—the closest
yet to a motion picture screen! You must see it to believe it!

Ila

title
of Was Ni
Electrification.
Ms winner will
$2.600 scholarshqi
Miss Rollie is I
la a row from the(
glootric Membersb
Um to represent
the national contest

Bus

Willi

SOUTH I:
Pd

Magnavox truly has everything you need and want in
Color TV! Whatever your budget . . . whatever your decor—you'll find a
Magnavox that's just right for you. A. Dramatic Spanish styling—with the
largest screen available today-25"'. Model 7146 has two high-fidelity
speakers for outstanding program realism. On concealed swivel casters, it is
also available in Early American and Danish Modern styles. B. Beautiful
Contemporary—with 25" screen'. Model 7122, on concealed swivel
casters is also in Mediterranean, Early American, French and Italian Provincial
styles. C. Space-saving Contemporary—model 7120 also has apuge 25"
screen*. D. Charming Early American—with 21" screen*. Model 6334 is
also available in Contemporary styling. E. The most beautiful table model
ever I Mediterranean model 6286, with 19" screen', is uniquely styled fine
furniture—not just a square box! Shown on optional fine-furniture mobile
pedestal base, it is also available in Contemporary and Early American styles.
As with all models shown, it includes Quick-On piatures and sound, plus
Chromatone for picture depth and richer colors. Come in today and prove to
yourself that a Magnavox is your best buy on any basis of comparison

See over 60 magnificent Magnavox Color TV models from only...$24990

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By-Pass Fulton, Kentucky
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List Of Suggested Gifts
For Overseas
Servicemen
f
Topping the list of ,preferred Christmas gifts this year
for servicemen on duty at overseas locations are tape recordings made by family, friends
and neighbors, according to a
survey made
by Red
Cross
workers stationed at Military
installations around the world.
These recordings should contain information about family
activities, greetings from all
members of the family,
and
perhaps
recordings of
the
serviceman's record favorites.
Many Red Cross chapters provide tapes for families wishing
to send Christmas
greetings
from home. Often
snapshots
of the recording session are
made and Included.
Family photographs and home
baked goods are also greatly
appreciated personalized gifts.
Other useful items for your
overseas serviceman are small
calendars which clip on watch-

Beauty Crown
Is Captured
By Local Girl
Miss Jackie Halle, the reigning miss (Mon County Fair
who also was named Miss Gibson County Electric Cooperative, Tuesday night was chosen
Miss Tennessee Electric at
the annual meeting of the Tenneesse Electric
Cooperative
Association in Nashville.
Miss Rollie, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. N,B. Hollis of Route

bands; small magnetic games,
such as checkers and chess;
peg and other puzzles that can
be carried in a pocket; wide
tooth combs; pencil-size clip-on
flashlights with batteries; shampoo concentrate In tubes and
shower
canvas
and rubber
shoes,
Red
Cross also suggests
these items paperback ,00ks,
current issues of sports and
automobile magazines; washcloths; soap bars on ropes;
wash and dry towelettes; pocket
calendars, plastic picture and
identification
holders;
ninevolt radio batteries: deodorants, plastic bags: insect repellent; inflatable pillows; stationery, ball point pens and
self-sealing envelopes.
Packing should be done with
care.
Hometown newspapers
used to reinforce boxes will
also provide reading material
for the serviceman: unbuttered
popcorn will keep small items
intact.
Perishable items should be
individually wrapped and packed
in metal, air-tight containers.
Because of mall delivery, such
Items should be kept to a minimum. If you send canned snack
items, don't forget to include a
can opener.
Hard candies, nuts and chocolates invacuunn-packed containers are suitable- individually
wrapped candy tends toget gooey.
Select
items
of clothing
with care, keeping in mind the
serviceman's
military
location and the climate. Socks,
sweaters and sports shirts are
appreciated for off-duty when
the serviceman is allowed to
wear civilian clothes.
Suggested mailing deadlines
for surface and air mall released by the U.S. Post Office include:
PAL (Parcel Airlift)- PAL
malting costs the regular parCel
post rate to the APO or FPO
departure point plus $1.00 for
air service from your city to
the overseas
base. Packages
are accepted up to 30 pounds in
weight and 60 inches in combined length and girth.

Super-Right

'Bouquet stainless

CHUCK
STEAK

by CONrEjsITRY

63t

SUPER-RIGHT BLADE CUT

DINNER FORK
PriceRg

FRESH WHOLE

29
Fryers
59C
Hamburger
Ground Beef Lb.69
Beef Liver Lb 59t.
Franks
Bacon

Chuck Roast

Lb

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

Lb

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

SLICED

Taylor, Creed
Head Ford Drive

JACKIE ROLLIE
3, Union City, will

represent
Tennessee at the National Rural
Electric Cooperative ABSOCladon meeting in Dallas, Tex., in
February, competing for the
title
of Miss National Rural
Electrification.
The winner wU.i receive
It
$2,500 scholarship.
Miss Rollie is the 'third girl
In a row from the Cajon County
Electric Membership Corporation to represent Tennessee In
RN national contest.

SUPER-RIGHT SKINLESS

FULTON, Ky. —Co-chalrmen
for the campaign of Wendell
Ford for the Democratic nomination for governor have been
named in Fulton County.
The co-chairmen are Dan Taylor of Fulton and Brodie Creed
of Hickman.

Alpaca-Vicuna
Cross Attempted
LIMA—A large ranch in Pere
Ii attempting to tame vicunas

and cross them with domesticated alpacas. The resulting "pacevieunas" yield two pounds of
wool a year—four times the yield
Of a vicuna.

12 OZ PEG 534

ALLGOOD SLICED (2 LB... . $1.3569t

ARM CUT or ENGLISH CUT

Lb. 694

1 LB PKG.

(5 LB. BOX
56.39)

MEDIUM

Chicken Livers $2.29
s_ La Box

GREEN

SHRIMP
a."

"GENUINE"

IDAHO RUSSET

UNION
CITY
Business Review

POTATOES

APPLES

4

Williams Fabric Center

ORANGE

PHONE 885-1800
SOUTH 1ST.
UNION CITY, TENN.
MAXINE MYERS, MGR.

SURE
14

GAL.

Federal Land Bank
Association Of Union City
Phone 885-5971
214 West Church
UNION CITY, TENN.
Narokl Waggoner, Mgr. 5 to 40 year loans.
Competitive Interest- Full Repayment privilege without penalty - Credit Life Insurance.
Serving Weakley — °Mon — Dyer & Lake
Counties.
For more time fifty years farm families have known
that the best way to borrow for long term farm purposes
Is through the farmer-owned Land Bank system.
In county after cOunty, state after state, many successful farmers and ranchers have looked to the Land Bank
for a firm financialloundation for farming.
In the past yenta, the farmer members throughout these
counties have seen their Federal Land Bank Association
grow in service and build financial strength through the
accumulated earnings and the investments of its members
who are the farmers, themselves. Farmers, both as member stockholders and board of directors, operate the local
association. Farmers have found that the credit service
of this organization is filling a definite need In the financing
their farm programs and operations.
Because of its sound and conservative management and
due to the fact that it is totally farmer-owned, the Federal Land Bank Association is able to offer a sound and
constructive credit service to farmers in the territory
wake it sprees.
11111111/11111111241e.F.

LAYER CAKE MIXES
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Why not do as so many of your friends and neighbors

do about their sewim, needs - visit Williams Fabric
Center. Here will be found every sewing need in addition
.to special lines of yard and piece goods, accessories
and many other sewing needs.
Here you will find that shopping at Williams Fabric
Center is easy on today's strained clothing budget. Many
dollars can be saved by sewing for yourself and family
and the complete selection of pretty fabrics and materials
at Williams Fabric Center. This shop makes sewing a
real pleasure. Here you select the materials of the finest
quality and at prices within reach of all, woolens, silks,
bridal gown materials.
Many of your needs can be supplied at this store. The
rare combination of quality and economy has made Williams
Fabric Center one of Union City's most popular. Make
it a habit to shop here for all your sewing needs. They
have the newest in patterns and their selection of fabrics
is among Tennessee's largest.

DUNCAN HINES

JONATHAN

18Y2 OZ
PKGS

JUMBO 6'S

WHITE OR PINK

Honeydew Melons 79t
Grapefruit 5
Apples 10/69c Cranberries
35c
•
Buttermilk
Bread....4 994
Angel Food EA49C
PUMPKIN PIE
Apple Cider 784
Mars Bars 79C
Handouts
29c
Raisins
COKE or
Reynolds Wrap
API1CESSER'ES'AP
NORTHERN
TEA BAGS79t
TOWELS
Alit SPRITE
. . —.
Pit Ritz
OZ, BOTTLE
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PRESTONE $ 7 Pe Rift
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I
Lot TISSUE Ai79101
Ittlt t
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USE 1
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2
L'a\/
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INDIAN SUMMER

JANE PARKER
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FUN SIZE 1 LB PKG.

ANN PAGE
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FROZEN PIE SHELLS
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ltin COUNT
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A
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LIGHT CHUNK
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UNION CITY BUSINESS REVIEW
Reynolds Brothers Tire
Co. Inc.
Phone 885-5541
400 East Church
UNION CITY, TENN.
General & Monarch Tires — New & Used for
passenger — Truck — Tractor — Quality
Proven Recapping — One Day & On The
Farm Service,
Reynolds Brothers Tire Co., Inc. has consistently saved
the motorists and business firms and farmers of this
area many dollars by offering a tire service which stands•
out as the best in the Union City area. Not only does this
firm do the finest recapping and handle the best grade
of new tires available, but all of their sales and services
are made with a guarantee of satisfaction. The customer
who deals with the Reynolds Brothers Tire Co., Inc.
knows that this good-will is valued by this firm.
Residents of this area are indeed fortunate to have
Reynolds Brothers Tire Co., Inc. available to them. This
shop offers recapping and the famous line of General
and Monarch Tires plus all the services which we have
come to expect from a live-wire concern such as this.
You'll find their prices reasonable and their work is produced quickly. Give them a try the next time you are in
need of their services.

THE SINGER CO.
Phone 885-3031
116 South 1st.
UNION CITY, TENN.
Fulton Sewing Center — 701 Broadway
Phone 479-1922. — Bill Adams, Mgr. When
sYou Think of Christmas Gifts — Think
"Singer."
Most of us, when we think of Singer, think of "Sewing
Machines." The new Singer organizations, many of which
are home owned and operated, has taken on a new concept.
They carry many items now besides, or I should say in
addition to the famous line of sewing machines. A diverted list of items for the home, such as sweepers,
Hi-F1, Stereo, Television and many others.
There are thousands of Singer Centers throughout the
Unites States. We are served in this area by two convenient locations. One at 116 South First in Union City
and another located at 701 Broadway In South Fulton.
Both are operated by Bill Adams and we urge you to
stop in now and make some Christmas gift selections to
be held for you until Christmas. Right at this time you
will find your Singer products are priced to represent
a great value. use your credit and their lay away plan.
See many items that will make ideal gifts, such as sewing boxes, sewing kits and home entertainment items.
Why not a Singer sewing machine or a vacuum sweeper
for the lady in your life. Mr. Adams and his staff will be
happy to help you with your selections. All Singer Products have Singer's stamp of quality. Singer always follows up the sale of their products with service, parts
and remember wherever you go, there is always a Singer
Center nearby to give this "follow-up" service.

Belione Of Union City
309 South 2nd Downtown Union City
Phone 885-0892
Billy Phelps, Mgr. New modern office to serve
you better — Free Electronic Hearing Test.
There is an old saying "Quality is remembered long
after price if forgotten." This is an old adage but a true
one and it is especially true when applied to the purchase
of a hearing aid. If you find yourself asking your friends
to repeat themselves or having trouble understanding, then
of
it is possible you are having a hearing problem. Beltone
Union City at 309 South Second, phone 885-0892, is your
hearing specialist. Many from Union City and the surrounding areas have come to rely on them as a trusted
and confident friend.
Beltone of Union City carries the all-in-the-ear hearing aid weighing approximately 1/4 ounce; no cords, no
tubes, no ear molds; the only thing that is seen is your
smile of confidence. Beltone of Union City also offers
many other different hearing services to assure you of
the correct one to suit your needs. A phone call to 8850892 will set .i appointment up for you at their office or
to your home or place of
bring a qualiffid consultant
business.
For filling a very important need, we commend Beltone of Union City, your specialist for better hearing.

C & M COMPANY
PHONE 932-3985
WESTBROOK
TROY. TENN.
Excavating- Septic Tanks -- Water & Sewer
Lines — Plumbing — Serving Obion &
Surrounding Counties. Contact Sid Chappell
C & M Company is known as one of the leading excavating contractors in the West Tennessee area, and have
been called upon by numerous contractors and builders tc
perform this very essential work for them.
Attention to details and adherence to specifications have
been the qualities which have largely contributed to the
success of this company. This firm is under the capable
management of men who are thoroughly familiar with all
the phases of the business, and only competent personnel
is employed.
Estimates of cost, when asked for, can be relied upon.
They handle all types of excavating work and any kind of
septic tank & field line installation and no job is too large
or too small.
For reliable work at a cost reasonable for the type of
service performed, we recommend the services of C & M
Company In Troy, Tenn.

Jiffy Gas & Car Wash

GRAVES HARDWARE &
SPORTING GOODS
Reelfoot Ave.
UNIO

Phone 885-1510
CITY. TENN.

Bob Hill, Owner
Headquarters for Comet
Snapper, Full Jline or Yard and Garden
Equipment - I.ing Mowers - Tillers - Push
Mowers - S9,ls Service & Parts - Hunting
Supplies - sporting Goods.
Shop for better values in many lines of merchandise
and eauthment at Graves Hardware and Sporting Goods,
in Union City. This store is known as the store where
quality is high and prices reasonable. Many of your
shopping needs for hunting, for yard and garden equipment can be filled right here in one spot.
Service is an important part of Graves Hardware and
Sporting Goods. They make it a policy to guarantee satisfaction and you will find that all your dealings with them
will be pleasant. Any member of this well-organized store
can help you in making your selections, and courteous
service has made Graves Hardware and Sporting Goods
one of our leading stores for satisfaction.
People from the surrounding area find Graves Hardware and Sporting Goods a convenient place to shop as
their line covers such a variety of needs. They like the
everyday low prices and the friendly way they are treated
at Graves Hardware and Sporting Goods.
Make your headquarters when shopping in Union City,
this store, and if you just drop in to look around, you will
be extended every courtesy.

Terrell IGA Foodliner
PHONE 885-1332
DEPOT
UNION CITY, TENN.
Bob Terrell. Owner & Operator
Every community has an outstanding grocery store where
the wise housewife can realize tremendous savings on food
for her family. In Union City, Tenn., the thrifty shopper
goes to Terrell IGA Foodliner located at Depot. The
shelves are filled with a variety of high quality food
products that will make menu planning a pleasure.
The owner, Bob Terrell, selects the very best that
the market affords in choice meats, fresh fruits and
vegetables and high quality canned goods. You can do your
shopping with the utmost confidence, knowing that your
dollar will stretch more at Terrell IGA Foodliner.
You will find low, low prices all through the store every
day in the week. So no matter how you look alit, shopping
In Terrell IGA Foodliner will give you quality, variety
and economy. Do as many of your neighbors do about their
grocery needs - visit this store in Union City, Tenn.
Before you leave the store, check your list to see if you
have forgotten anything. Remember it will cost you more,
elsewhere.

Union City Paving Co.
L. W. London, Paving Conirador
PHONE 885-0911
MARTIN HWAY.
UNION CITY, TENN.
Night Phone 885-5940
Union City Paving Co. have been specialists in asphalt
paving and highway construction. They are also equipped
to do a complete job in driveways, streets and playgrounds4
Their professional engineering background assures you
of a job well done. The:r services and equipment are geared
for all types of large contracts as well as smaller jobs.
They take great pride In the part they have played in our
industrial progress and they look forward to many more
years growing and serving the Tennessee area.
We are happy to include them In our Business and Industrial Review as a major contributor to the industrial
and economic well-being of our community. As members
of the commueity, they are pledged to offer skill, responsibility and integrity.

McCage Book Service
Phone 932-3941
Old Highway 51 South
TROY, TENN.
Mrs. H. E. McCage, Owner — Bibles — Commentaries — Visual Aids & Supplemental
Materials to aid teachers. V. B. S. Materials—
Films & Projectors — Magnetic Signs—Poppycock Candy.
McCage Book Service in Troy, Tenn., is fully equipped
and well qualified to render every service and every
supply for the home, school, church and library in the
line of Books, Bibles and Commentaries. They are as
interested in the small buyer as they are in the buyer
of large orders and will be happy to give you help and
advice on your needs.
Under the direction of Mrs. H. E. McCage, who is
certainly well qualified to help you with your reading
supplies, she invites any of you who have any problems
In selecting the proper supplies, to come in. Her sersiegs and materials are adaptable and are reared to get
the youngsters off to a good start. Whenever her help is
needed it is a valuable to the teacher.
To mention a few of the items carried at their store.
Books, Bibles, Commentaries, Supplemental materials to
aid teachers, and they do an extensive business in Magnetic Signs. The clerks who wait upon you are courteous
and take pleasure in helping you with emir selections.
They have served this area and the surrounding towns
with these supplies for many years. Stop in on your
next trip to the Troy area. If you do not know the owner,
stop in and get acquainted with her.
Serious planning and continuous dedication In the program of reading and reference is the aim of the McCage
Book Service.

TINY'S DRIVE INN

Phone 885-9913
102 West Jackson
UNION CITY, TENN.
MFA Products — Kenneth Fuzzell. Owner
Automatic and Self Service Car Wash —
Quality Gas At Low Prices.

PHONE 885-9992
FULTON HWAY.
UNION CITY, TENN.
'Marna Tiny" Cruce, Owner — Pizza As You
Like It — Always delicious. Kansas City
Steaks — Fish — Chicken — Barbecue —
OPEN 8 a. m. to 2 a. m. Closed Mondays

The Self Service Car Wash is becoming a familiar
sight to the motorist. One that especially stands out is
Jiffy Gas and Car Wash located at 1st and Jackson in
Union City, Tenn, Owned and operated by Kenneth Fuzzell,
this has been a favorite since they have been in business.
A clean car rides better and looks better. You can save
by taking advantage of a self
yourself considerable
service auto wash. And what's more, you can get it done
All major credit cards are
satisfaction.
to your complete
accepted. You get major quality gas at Jiffy Gas and
Car Wash at low prices.
You will find everything modern, all equipment Is planned
and engineered to make your work completely automatic
and efflcient. This Is a modern service station, designed
for the modern way of life. Use it for more economy and
attic Ione y

For that special pizza, or for a meal that is satisfying
in every way, try Tiny's Drive Inn, on Fulton Hiway, in
Union City, Tenn.
They offer many varieties of genuine Italian Pizza, as
well as steaks, chicken and fish.
Give your wife a vacation from the kitchen, take home
several of these pizzas. When you are entertaining you
will make your guests happy by serving this delicious pizza.
The owner,'Mama Tiny" Cruce, selects the ingredients
with care and sees that this food is prepared under sanitary
conditions. You are served courteously and promptly.
On your next trip to Union City, stop in at Tiny's Drive
Inn for the finest pizza in this area. Orders are ready
in 15 minutes. The proof is in the taste or 'La Provae
Nel Gusto.' Prove to yourself that there is no finer pizza
In the Union City area.

ORION COUNTY
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Fulton Hiway

Phone 885-5661

PLEASANT VIEW
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Phone 885-5661
Clinton Hiway
UNION CITY, TENN.
"That The Beauty of Life May Survive"
100% Perpetual Care
— Ken Mathias, Mgr. —
Obion County Memorial Gardens and Pleasant View
Memorial Gardens are both under the capable management of Ken Mathias and they are both famous for immaculate 100 perpetual care programs, which has resulted in the two most beautiful cemeteries in this area.
f ,need planr,
ti
They offer, among other fine services,i
make sugning and Mr. Mathias and his associate
adaptable to
gestions on selecting a family plot, be
your specific needs. Ample accommodations for the years
to come, with high elevation and natural drainage and
infallible maintenance. Located in a quiet peaceful atmosphere, along with the economy, has made these gardens the preference of those who plan the years ahead
for themselves and their families.
Mr. Mathias or one of his staff is always in attendance
to show you over the gardens. If you have not chosen
your plot, it would be wise to give it immediate attention
and consideration. Let them help you and show you how
desirable Obion County Memorial Gardens and Pleasant
View Memorial Gardens are. We are happy to have th a
participate in our Business Review as beautiful scenic
cemeteries, that the beauty of life may survive in natural
surroundings.
—

Obion County General Hospital
& Nursing Home
BISHOP

PHONE 885-2410
UNION CITY, TENN.

Nothing is more important to the progress of any community than a modern hospital, such as Obion County
General Hospital & Nursing Home, presided over by those
who made a special study of the needs of the afflicted.
They serve those who are fortunate enough to make use
of their service with the best of care and medical attention.
The very finest of equipment, careful nursing and the
most able professional services are at your disposal,
when a patient of the °Non County General Hospital. They
feature general hospital service and are prepared to take
care of emergency cases.
Nurses are well trained, food is nourishing and is prepared under the supervision of trained dieticians. Patients
are assured of watchful care.
It is with pleasure, that we include the Obion County
General Hospital in our review of Union City, Tenn. area
and we wish to call your attention to the fine work done
by this institution.

HUEY BROTHERS
Lumber Company, Inc.
TROY RD.

PHONE 234-9484
OBION, TENN.
Branch Mill At Halls, Tenn - At Old Air Base
James, Dee and Harold Huey, Owners—
Manufacturers of Central Hardware—Bandsawn Lumber ---. Rough and Surfaced Lbr.
Buyers of Standing Timber and Logs.
Huey Brothers Lumher Co., Inc., has taken its place as
a leader in industry and progress of Tennessee and Kentucky.
We are proud to include them in our Business Review of
the Union City area.
Their years of experience, coupled with their practical
knowledge of the lumber business has won for them
recognition from all the community.
They have contributed much tothe Industrial, commercial
and agricultural development of this area and the surrounding
areas.
They have their town's interest at heart and have contributed much to the growth of our area. If you have trees
or standing timber to sell, call them.

MOSER & JONES
Furniture Company
305 East Main St.
Phone 885-9153
UNION CITY, TENN.
In Business Since 1918 — National Known
Makers of Furniture and Appliances - BankAmeriCard Honored.
Moser and Jones Furniture Co. in Union City, Tenn., was
founded and has grown on the principle of high standards
of quality, customer satisfaction, and more value for your
money.
Many residents of Union City and surrounding area make
this store their headquarters when shopping for furniture
because they enjoy the pleasant, friendly service for which
Moser and Jones Furniture Co. is famous.
Every department in the store is well stocked with the
finest the market affords. All furniture is of the highest
quality and many famous brand names are featured. You
will find that many of your shopping needs in furniture
or appliances can be filled here economically.
Throughout the entire store you will recieve the same
friendly and courteous attention. Be a wise shopper and make
Moser and Jones Furniture Co. your headquarters when in
Union City. They are located at East Main St. You will
be pleased with the every-day moderated prices and the
high quality furniture.

Union City Grain Co. Inc.
Phone 885-9701
West Grove
UNION CITY, TENN.
Wayne Feeds — Harold Denson, Owner
The Union City Grain Co. Inc. is located on West Grove
in Union City, Tenn. This modern feed plant is designed
and equipped to provide today's livestock feeder with the
feed he wants, expert service when he wants it, and at
a price he is willing to pay. Increasing numbers of successful livestock feeders in Obion, Weakley and surrounding counties are dependent upon the Union City
nutritional advice, instant
Grain Co., Inc., for expert
pickup and delivery service, quality prOducts, courteous
service, and low prices. You are invited to stop in any
time for a tour of the plant and to discuss feed programs.
The manager, offers excellent training. awaeixperience
in the feed and livestock business.
The owner, Harold Denson, cordially invites your inquiry into the products and services ,of this company.
Livestock feeders who intend to be in business 5 to 10
years from now, will find the Union City Grain Co., Inc.,
a valuable assistance in the years ahead.

GREEN ACRES
MOBILE HOMES Inc.
Phone 885-5874
Highway 51 South
UNION CITY, TENN.
"Now we are the Mid-South's No. 1 Dealer"
Our 10th Anniversary & Grand Opening of
Ultra Modern Mobile Homes Park Oct. 30 to
Nov. 1st. Entertainment.
Green Acres Mobile Homes Inc., located on Highway
51 South at Union City has many models of mobile homes
on their showlot. Regardless of the size of your family,
they can supply you with the mobile home to best suit your
needs and every one is fully equipped, completely furnished
and ready to move into. Convenient terms can be arranged.
You can expect and get the best when you deal with Green
Acres,
Green Acres is a bee-hive of activity right now. Along
with celebrating their 10th anniversary as a leader in
mobile home sales, they are preparing for the Grand
Opening, October 30th of their new ultra modern Mobile
Homes Park. This will be one of the finest in the TennKy area with 114 units available. Among the facilities that will go to make up this modern park will be
paved streets, concrete drives, sidewalks and patios.
Located away from city noises, yet near to all city conveniences, and shopping areas.
If you are looking for a pleasant place to live among
friendly, neighborly folks, you can't do better than to
inquire for prices and information. Being completed for
the spring, a swimming pool, club house, washeteria,
playground for children and cable-vision at no extra
cost.
You are invited to attend the ribbon-cutting ceremonies
Friday, October 30th, at 1 o'clock. Big name entertainment for three days, starting with The Gentlemen, a
popular group from Knoxville, starting from 1:30 to 5:00
on Saturday, October 31st, followed by The Imperials in
full swing November 1st from 2:00 until 5:00.
All in all it promises to be fun and the owners and
operators of Green Acres invite you to attend and join
in the fun. Remember Grand Opening Is October 30th
and the time is 1:00 o'clock.

Storey Sawmill
& Lumber Co. Inc.
RIVES - TROY RD.
PHONE 932-3345
TROY, TENN.
L. D. & Gerald Storey, Owners & Operators
We Buy All Species of Hardwoods. South
Central Area. Logs & Lumber - Out-Of-State
Inquiries Invited.
—New Modern Saw Mill Building —
Storey Sawmill & Lumber Co., Inc- pays the top of the
market for logs and timber. Get in touch with them and
take advantage of their service and prices.
To aid in the building of any city or community it is
necessary that the various business concerns of that city
provide adequate outlet for the products of the section
affected. Diversified farming plays a great part in the
prosperity of any ceommunity and this company has boosted'
and aided the farmer in every way possible. Here is a
market where the producers may dispose of logs and timber
to the best advantage which means a real service to the
whole community. Top ri -rket prices are paid and the
producer gets more than i e shipped elsewhere.
Our readers who have . )gs and timber to dispose of will
do well to get in touch with Storey Sawmill & Lumber
Co., Inc. and take advantage of their service Since they
had a fire which destroyed their building, they have
constructed a new building equipped to give you better
service.

Fox Floor Covering Co.
Phone 885-0421
109 East Lee St.
UNION CITY, TENN.
Carpets — Vinyl — Linoleum — Over 23
Years Experience — Free Estimates.
Select your floor coverings, your linoleum and tile from
one of the largest selections in the Union City area. Fox
Floor Covering Co., at 109 East Lee. Here you may see
the most comprehensive grouping of style and color from
leading carpet mills.
Fox Floor Covering Co. brings you these fabulous carpets, floor coverings also floor and wall tile at moderate
prices. Beautiful rugs, linoleums and tiles tailored to fit
your home and your budget. Many of your decorating needs
may be filled at this store, free booklets are available
and you get expert installation and estimates at no obligation to you. Some of the brand names are. Dupont 501.
Acrilan, Polyester, Kitchen Carpet, Armstrong, ituberoid
and Congoleum-Nairn.
You may select linoleums and tiles with luxury in
coloring, that are easy to clean and can be used in any
part of the home.
For genuine quality, for floor coverings that are "fashion
right" in pattern and texture, visit the show rooms of
Fox Floor Covering Co. They can give you surprisingly
low estimates.
Call 885-0421 for information on your floor covering
problems.

SOUTHERN MUSIC INC.
Reelfoot Shopping Center
Phone 885-9141
UNION CITY, TENN.
Also at 207 W. West, Paris, Tenn. 642-2931
Franchise Dealer for Hammond Organs-Also Dealer for Wurlitzer Pianos & Organs—
Conn Organs—Pianos---Band Instruments—
Ludwig Drums—Fender—Gibson & -Gretsch
Bob Bryant - Pres.
Guitars
Southern Music, Inc. is located at 227 South 1st. Street
in downtown Union City. Southern Music, Inc. is known
as the largest music center in Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee. They have one of the largest selections
of instruments, accessories and R completely equipped repair
shop for repairing Instruments They also otter instructions
In all instruments by misdated teachers.
This store is dedicated to serving the needs of music
lovers and can show you a complete line of nationally known
makes of instruments, including a new shipment of Tape
Recorders. You might like to inquire about the rental
plan on instruments, where the rent can be applied to the
purchase price when you decide to buy. You can rent a
piano for as little as 88.00 per month. This is your complete
music store and service is a very important part of their
operation. It will be to your advantage to visit them at
Union City, or to make use of their service and repairs.
Any member of their staff will be happy to help you. They
are the only franchise dealer in this area tor Hammond
Organs. What could be nicer than an irurtrumaint for
Christmas. for your home or family
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çjAMj IONS SPEClit 'SAVE!
E.W. James & Sons and Kraft Food have Maxi-Savings for YOU!)
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DANISH CHAMP

U. S. GOVERNMENT

SANDWICH LOAF
49

2
2
e
I

12"CAN

WHOLE
E

49

I

CHILI BEANS
4 $1

BOSTON BUTTS
LB. 4.9

2 Lb. Box

6 to 8 lb.
Average

4

WHILE

**WITH THIS COUPON**

COFFEE

$1.09

OLD JUDGE

AQUA NET

LIMIT I COUPON PER FAMILY

HAIR SPRAY
49

LEA & PERRINS 10-oz. BOTTLE

FESTIVAL OR PARK LANE

ICE CREAM 1/2 Gallon

k

HART'S

FIG BARS

SCOTT TISSUE

2 Lb.Pkg. 494
JACK SPRAT

t

TABLE SALT
26 oz BOX
11

49c I POTATO CHIPS

1()

FIRE SIDE

KRISP -'N • FRESH

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE _ _

59c

BATH SIZE

1

lb.

And Additional $5.00 Purchase - Excluding
Milk and Tobacco Products.

pz CAN

SOAP

SMOKED PICNICS ;
39t

KRAFT

VELYEETA

CAN

Lb. 27c
SWAN'S
15c-OFF
Lb. 39c
DISHWASHING LIQUID Quart 79c
Lb. 59c REELFOOT BONELESS (Whole or Hair)
I
Lb. 49c VISKING HAM
Lb. 99c
KREY
LAKE
BRAND
(In
Whole
Stick)
or
Half
Lb. 49c
Lb. lk BOLOGNA
Lb 39c 4
WITH
Lb. 19c BONELESS
lb. 89c; 15-oz.
Lb. 69c PORK CUTLETS
For
FRESH
Lb.
.2
4:
95
.
I
PORK RIBS
Lb. 59c k COMET 3c OFF LABEL
U. S. CHOICE
I CLEANSER giant size
2k
69c
Lb.
SIRLOIN STEAK
Lb. 89c;
JERGENS
'REELFOOT
I LOTION MILD

GRATED TUNA
61(r 3

46-cz CAN

In Sauce

2 1/2 SIZE

KREY

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

TEXSUN
GRAF•ili JUICE

JUMBO TAMALES
45

SLICED BACON i
Lb. 490
1
‘
FRANKS 12-oz.Pkg.
49c

FRYERS
23 Lb

CUT - UP FRYERS
ROASTING CHICKENS
SALAD DRESSING Quart
59c k BREASTS
!LEGS & THIGHS
VAN CAMP
;GIZZARDS
1 NECKS
WRACKS
‘LEGS
For $1
WINGS
E. W. JAME'S
THIGHS
SWEET MILK
Gallon
$1.15 k PORK
I STEAK
I
FRESH PORK
I

HYPOWER

HERMITAGE

INSPECTED

SHOWBOAT

9-oz. Ban ____ 59c

LUZIANNE

PORK and BEANS

!

15-oz. _ _

lk

MARTHA WHI'l E

CREAM STYLE CORN
5
VANILLA WAFERS INSTANT COFFEE
29c
$1.
29
k
BREAD
WHOLE TOMATOES
LI 3For 891;
21/C2ASNIZE 3
4 BATHROOM TISSUE 4 Rolls _ _ _ 43c
I
ROBERT'S

303 Size

CANS SI

TURNER OR SWIFTS

ICE MILK

HYDE PARK

N

HOME GROWN

PAR KAY

Lb. 29c

CHEESff
E READ
21). 99
GRADE "A"

LARGE EGGS

2Dozen

89c

HUNT'S

PEACHES

7 1/2 Size 49I
For $1
Can

Lb. 10c

CORNBREAD -BISCUITINSTANT POTATO MIX
2 I/2-oz.
PKG. 2FO r

HYDE PARK

10-oz. Jar

1 BISCUITS
I

MERIT

6 For 59c

HUNT'S

SALTINES

RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

!TURNIPS
Red GOOD NORTHERN

OLEO

NESCAFE

99c 4
I
I

1

k 16 oz. Box
45c I
16-oz JAR
COFFEEMATE -------89c

1/2 Gallon

INSTANT COFFEE 10-oz.

APPLES

1 lb. 29c

I
lb. 23c §

For $1

1POTATOES
690,
SANDWICH BAGS
BEANS
1 HOMEi19 cE
CORN
59t APPLES4Baibge 4A1
NESTEA
PEN W•JAISEL SONS
79
INGs"
"SUPERMARKET
20 LB.
BAG

k

PURE MAID

ORANGE JUICE

64-az. 694

CUT RITE

FRESH HOME GROWN
GREEN

lb.

k

75 Bags Per Box/

FANCY SWEET
FIELD

EXTRA FANCY
JONATHAN

doz.

KRAFT WOK.

COOIMIS On.

Bottle

69c

INSTANT

J n;

HYDE PARK

INST. BREAKFAST
11.21-oz. _ 59c
We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

TAU

,„„c,. TEA

SUN COUNTRY

AIR FRESHENER
Ur_ ____ 19c
We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

